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The city budget for 1937 was
adopted at last night's meeting of
the City Government, and presents a
total of $238,674. More than onequarter of that amount represents
the cost of the city schools, the next
largest items being $32,000 for
salaries and $29 000 for the pauper
Whatever happens, happens by ••• department. Here is the list:

FIRE SCARE IN CITY'S CENTER
CARINIEDWARDS BLOCK MAY BE ADJUDGED A TOTAL
LOSS-NARROW ESCAPE SUNDAY OF THE CARINI
F A M IL Y -H O T AIR EXPLOSION

Funeral services for William G.
Thursday night a meeting was held
at the village school in Friendship Washburn were held from his late
for the purpose of organizing a Par residence at 6 Elliot street Sunday
afternoon
Gathered there were
ent-Teacher Association.
There has been a long-felt need in many old-time friends of this well
the community for an organization, known Thomaston family and the
E ire losses aggregating betw een
the purpose of which is to promote community’s sorrow was manifested
$3 5 ,0 0 0 and $40,000 w ere sus
greater interest in school affairs, and also by the many beautiful floral
tained Sunday forenoon w hen the
to encourage greater co-operation be
•••
offerings. Rev. H. S. Kilborn offi 2 % -story wooden block nearly op
tween parent and teacher.
the will of God. —Last Knight of
Board of Health,
$150 Seventeen parents and teachers ciated. The services were very simple, posite Strand T h e a tre w as de
Delphi
City Lighting (including T rafwere present at the first meeting. being confined to Scripture reading stroyed by fire. T hese figures are
fic Lights).
13.500 Supt. F. L. S. Morse spoke briefly on
and prayer. The remains were laid based on the likelihood th a t the
City Dump.
1350 the desirability of such an organiza
REPUBLICANS WON
Schools.
63.000 tion and Principal Charles L. Grant at rest in the family lot. Tire bear building and its contents w ill be de
ers were Elliot Washburn of Old Or
Contingent.
7.000
spoke on the aims, ideals, and advan chard, George S. Newcombe of Wash clared a total loss, as seemed possible
Carried Every City Yester Cemetery.
400
tages of the organization. These ington, D. C.. Robert W Walsh, Rich- a fte r the preliminary investigation.
300
day In Which There Was Community Park.
T h e northern halt of the block is
officers were elected for the ensuing
Election and Registration.
1.000
ow
ned by M rs. E dw in E d w ard s
a Contest
year:
Fire Department
1.000
I (C o rin n e H ow ard) and th e so u th 
President—Mrs Charles H Stenger.
355
Partisan elections were held ia Fire Alarm.
ern half by Misses A n n a C arin i,
Vice president—Principal Charles
Highway
Department,
17.500
three Maine cities yesterday and Re
V ittrici
Carini and
E lizab eth
L. Grant.
750
C a rin i, daughters of the late L uigi
publicans were successful in all of Insurance,
Secretary—Miss
Margaret
Sim
Interest.
20.200
C arin i, who established his fru it
them. The results briefly:
Memorial Day.
120 mons.
anil confectionery store th ere in
Treasurer—Mrs.
Chester
Wot
ton.
Saco: Mayor Ralph L. Scammon Mother's Aid.
6.200
1898.
M r. Carini w as one of
defeated his Democratc opponent A. National Guard.
800 The next meeting will be held at
I R ockland’s best known and highly
the
Village
School
March
24.
The
29.000
J. Faurnier by 638 votes, and Repub Pauper Department.
respected business men.
1.500 committee for the program for this
licans carried five of the seven wards. | Police Department,
A irs. Edw ards valued her h alf of
meeting
consists
of
Principal
Grant,
' Permanent Improvement (tar) 5,000
the block at upward of $15,000,
At Bath. Mayor Sewall. Republi
Mrs.
Marcia
Davis.
Miss
Mary
Sleep
i Public Landing.
750
j and the same would apply to the
can. defeated Henry W Powers. Dem 1Public Library,
4.850 er and Miss Margaret Simmons. It
ocrat. by 324. the Republicans elect
j C arin i halt. All depends upon the
i
is
hoped
th
a
t
there
will
be
a
large
810
Purchase of Fire Hose.
I verdict of the insurance adjustors,
ing six of the seven aldermen and 13
700 Iattendance at this meeting. Every
j Red Cross.
w ho w ill be on the gro u n d today.
of the 21 councilmen.
parent
and
every
interested
citizen
is
1.100
Mayor Jackson. Republican, of Removing Snow.
I Ebe exterior appearance of the
2,000 invited to attend and to join the as
Repairs Public Buildings.
Waterville, was elected for a third
I building is said to be very deceptive.
sociation.
Retaining Wall at City Dump
time, having 377 majority over his
L a rg e as the property loss was,
2.335
and Public Landing.
Democratic opponent. Edward Cyr.
|
it
pales into insignificance beside
32.000
1Salaries,
A LOBSTER RESOLVE
He carried five of the seven wards.
I the n ear tragedy in connection w ith
1.000
In Lewiston, an overwhelmingly Sewers,
the tire.
1.000
Sidewalks.
Democratic city. Mayor Donat J
Important
Action
Taken
By
T h e Misses C arini and their
200
State Road Patrolling.
Levesque had no opposition.
The late William G. Washburn
cousin E'red occupied th e second
5 000
Two Hundred Delegates
Temporary Loans.
and th ird floors above th eir fru it
506
Third Class Roads.
At Atlantic City
ard Dunn. R. O. Elliot. Arthur El store as living quarters.
A bout
J
Water
Supply,
9.700
FISHERMAN FOUND
liot and Frank Elliot.
6.30 Sunday morning M iss E liz a 
1.000
j New Equipment,
At the National Fisheries ConvenThus passed the last of five beth C arini noted a stro n g odor of
100
Vital Statistics.
Isaac McFarlane, Missii
| tion sponsored by the Eastern Fish brothers, who had loomed large in smoke, such as m ight come from
1.599
1State Road.
eries Association at Atlantic City, the town's civic, social and industrial b u rn in g wood, hut did not notify
Three Days, Located By i P W.A. Expense for Relief.
Feb 4. 5, ‘and 6, practically every affairs. And with his passing there
the o th er occupants of the a p a rt
5.000
labor and materials.
Other Fishermen
Atlantic Coast State was represented is left but one Washburn on the male m ent because she had been m istak
I among the more than 200 delegates side—Elliot Washburn, now of Old
The Coast Guard cutter Kickapoo
en on previous occasions w hen .he
$238,674
Total.
j assembled. Among those present Orchard, who is without male Issue. th o u g h t the building m ight be afire.
received a report Saturday that Isaac
I were Congressman Bland Chairman
William G Washburn was born in T h e others were also aw akened
McFarlane. 35-year-old New Harbor j w hen Lady Astor advised the stu- j
fisherman missing since Wednesday, i dents of the university of Virginia *o of the Committee on Merchant Thomaston Nov. 1. 1853. son of w hen M iss Anna C arini discovered
Marine and Fisheries of the House of George K and Abigail iDunni Wash the bathroom full of smoke she ran
had been found by fishermen and ! prefer work to public office, she
Representatives, officials from the burn He was educated in the local
to th e front window and shouted
towed into Matinicus island.
' showed a keen appreciation of the
United States Bureau of Fisheries, schools, and at the age of 19 went tb j " f i r e !”
Search for McFarlane started Fri- , njce distinction ot American life.—
many State Commissioners of Fish
Boston to enter the employment of
H e r outcries were heard by M rs.
day. Mild weather since departure Boston Herald
z
eries and Professors of Biology
Claflin <fc Larrabee, who were en ■ L loyd C lark, florist, across the
led mariners to believe he probably --------— ------------------------------------The following pertaining to lobgaged in the wholesale fancy dry I street, w ho caused an alarm to be
was safe, but plagued by engine
ters was adopted.
' ru n g front Box 37 and notified
goods business.
trouble in his fishing craft.
Lobster Industry Resolution
In 1881 he went to Portland as a the o th e r owners. T h is w as imThe Coast Guard was advised j
Whereas, representatives of the
McFarlane was picked up 12 miles J
member of the firm of Chenery Com- m ediately followed by a double
Your Car Washed and
Lobster Industry of the several At
pany. also engaged in the wholesai" a la rm , and those w ho w ere aw akfrom Monhegan island by Matinicus I
Simonized
lantic Coastal States meeting in con
fancy dry goods business. Later he ened by it saw an immense colum n
fishermen. He had lost the rudder ,
vention at Atlantic City recommend
By Experts
established a business of his own, as of black sntoke shooting straig h t in
and propellor from his boat, and had
that
the
following
be
done
in
order
$3.00
senior member of the firm of Wash- the a ir— for there was little o r no
suffered but little from exposure.
to adequately safeguard the Lobster
I burn & Foster.
w in d .
Day-Night-Sunday
Industry of the United States; viz:
Retiring
from
the
dry
goods
busi
A lthough tlte alarm sounded at
Auto diagnosticians are hard to
1. T hat Federal, state and local
W . & W. SERVICE
find. Nilo is one and you can find 127 SO. MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND
action is required to halt the mis ness he came to Thomaston in 1886 6.45 and was coming front one of
TEL. 113S-J
him at the Atlantic Highway Garage.
branding of “African Lobster Tails" and became associated with his th t tw o most dangerous fire zones
—adv.
which are being extensively sold in brothers in the Washburn Bros' ship in th e city, a Surprisingly sm all
building concern. Down the Georges cro w d gathered— hardly m ore than
this country as native lobster.
2. That federal and state hatch River sailed many vessels built by a h an d fu l, to he exact. B ut this

Calling! Car O w ners!

B A SK E T B A L L
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL, Boys and Girls
vs.
CAM DEN HIGH SCHOOL, Boys and Girls
COM M UNITY BUILDING, T U E SD A Y M ARCH 2
ADMISSION 25r, 35c.

FIRST GAME 7-30

S P E C IA L P R IC E
— ON—

SOFT COAL
* * * *

H o u s e h o ld S o f t C o a l

$8.00

to n

* * * *

S creen ed S o ft C oal

$10.00 ton
* * * *

This is consistently High Quality Fuel at a
V ery Low Price

M. B. & C. 0 . PERRY
C O A L DEPT.

T E L 487
24-27

eries must be continued; since it is
the opinion of the committee that
these state and federal hatcheries
are essential to the future welfare of
the Lobster Industry of the U. S. A.
3. That uniform size-limits should
be agreed upon by the various states
affected and further that a onepound lobster, with a corresponding
length, should be adopted.
Now. therefore, be It resolved that
the forgoing recommendations con
stitute the most urgent needs of the
Lobster Industry of the U. S. A.

STATE
C A P IT O L
The Legislatures legal affairs com
mittee will give a hearing today to
Representative Randolph A Weatherbee's state lottery bill. Weatherbee. a Republican from Lincoln,
sponsored a similar measure which
met death at the hands of the last
Legislature.
The bill would create a commission
of three, appointed by the governor
to direct the lottery. The commission
would select a chairman, whose
salary would be $3500 annually, other
members would receive $3000 a year
Municipalities electing to handle
the sale of lottery tickets would re
tain 15 per cent of the gross receipts
“for the benefit of the health and
welfare departments."
The amount received by the State
would be allocated thus: 10 percent
for administration; 35 per cent for
prizes; 55 per cent “for the general
funds of the state, with a recom
mendation th at it be applied to the
payment of old age pensions.”
In some parts of China, an infor
mation note tells us, knives are still
used in place of money. This must
make dealing with a bill-collector a
real pleasure.—Boston Herald.

THREE CENTS A COPY

nothing. Chief E n g in e e r Van Rus
sell went so far as to tell T h e C ou
rier-G azette re p o rte r th at if the
discovery of the fire had been made
four or five m inutes la te r it would
have been tix» late to save the lives
of the four C a rin is, ousted front
their home on a cold m orning and
in this terrifying m an n er the fam 
ily found shelter a t 'Elie T h o rn 
dike Hotel w here everything pos-

Eoug’it a good figh t, did this K ixliland fire chief. Van Russell

sihle was done fo r them by the
sympathetic p roprietors.
T h e ground flo o r of M rs. Ed
w ards' half of th e block was occu
pied by Philip S ulides as a pool
room, store and h a t cleaning es
tablishment. If th e stock is to talh
destroyed his loss w as about $40011.
T h e rooms ahoxe the Sulides es
tablishment had fo r a long time
been occupied by F ra n c is Louraine,
as a cleaning an d pressing shop.
H e vacated some days ago, and the
place was to be occupied by Al.
P lo u rd ’s beauty shop. Electricians
had been w orking there Saturday
night getting the place in readiness.
, K arl French lost his kit of tools
in the fire.

T h e ground flo o r of the C arini
half of the block w as occupied by
the family’s fru it an d confectionery
store, which had b u t recently been
stocked with a larg e quantity of
E aster goods. T h e quarters above
w ere occupied as living quarters.
M r. Carini m anaged tp save all of
his clothing a fte r a hard struggle
in the smoke filled room, but the
sisters saved only w h a t they could
collect hastily. In its unfortunate
this firm, starting away on their g ath erin g was greatly augm ented as flight the fam ily finds time to
maiden voyages, and noted in every j tim e sped on and folks w ere awalc- m ourn the loss o f the store eat,
port as "W ashburn-built.'' Tlte con- ened front their belated Sunday which had become know n to so
many customers. T h e C arini s loss
cern gave employment to many resi- m o rn in g slumbers.
dents of Thomaston and the neighT h e conflagration w as inaugu- w as roughly estim ated at $5000—
boring towns—"native h e lp ' and the rated by an .exciting incident when store and ap artm en t contents.
vessels which went down the ways a h o t air explosion blew o u t a large
1 he small b u ild in g adjoining the
from this yard were "built on honor." section of the western w all, w ith Edw ards half of the block is owned
using a popular phrase of th a t day. , so m uch force that w indow s in the by H arry Small, an d suffered very
This firm retired from the ship- ' ad jo in in g block, ow ned by M rs. slight damage.
It is occupied by
building business in 1910, and seven H a rm o n Davis w ere shattered. C arleton E. M orse, jew eler, whose
years later he became manager of I h i la tte r structure now has a loss is difficult to determ ine until
the Atlantic Coast Company of Bos n u m b er of tenants above the E n d i an examination of the silverware
cott-Johnson shoe store, and all of can be made. T h is damage would
ton.
Mr. Washburn was connected with them made hasty plans for exit, as be caused by sm oke and w ater.
the Thomaston National Bank 30 a g re a t volume of smoke w as soon
H ow did the fire s ta rt? A ques
years as a director and 10 years as p o u rin g from all parts of th e Ed- tion not easy to answ er, but Chief
president. He was a loyal member w ard s-C arin i block and the situ a  Russell is of the opinion that it
of the First Baptist Church and was t i o n began to look exceedingly d u b i originated in the stairw ay between
a 32d degree Mason.
ous.
the two halves of th e block. M r.
Speaking of him yesterday a friend
M a n y remarked th a t they never C arini states th a t th ere was no fire
said: “Mr Washburn was friendly, saw so much smoke em itted from a in his store w hen he entered, hut
cordial and courteous." He exercised single fire—‘hut this fire w as n j t th a t flames soon c re p t in behind the
a strong influence for the good in all smoke, as was soon proven w hen northern candy c o u n te r through the
his home town, and his counsel and flam es began to hurst th ro u g h the northern wall.
advice have been beneficial to many roof in all directions and even com 
Nohodv hesitated • to give high
a young man making his advent in m unicated to the southern w all of praise to the R ockland fire d ep art
the business world.
the C arin i half, far, apparently, m ent and when th e conflagration
Mr. Washburn was married Sept from w here the fire started .
w as found to be under control
14 1882, to Sarah Watts of Thomas
T h e crowd had a good laugh at everybody hove a m ighty sigh of
ton, who died in 1919 He is survived the expense of D onald C rie — or relief. T he fire w as well fought
by two daughters—Edith Everton th o u g h t it did when they saw him from all angles.
Washburn (Mrs. George S. New ap p aren tly playing onto the co n fla
T here were tw o casualties d u r
combe I of Washington D. C. and g ratio n w ith a garden hose. AVhat ing the fire. J u m p in g from his
Elisabeth Brown Washburn of Thom M r. C rie was really doing w as truck to hook on a line of hose
aston; also two grandchildren, Helen playing on the w oodw ork of the C apt. Fred C hevne fell violently
R. and Elisabeth W. Newcombe of C rie H ardw are Co.’s elevator w ell. to the ground, dislocating his right
Washington, D C.
H ad th a t caught the fire loss above arm and cu ttin g his right hand.
recorded would have been many Medical attendance was given at
h lR A N G E
BEDFELLO W S
tim es larger.
the office of D r. H . J . W eisma.i.
E ig h t columns of w a te r w ere E o irist Colson w a s badly cut jii
A large white rat and a prize-win soon being poured into and o n to j the face,
ning tabby cat are oddly-matched but the blazing building, and for a long j Chief E ngineer Russell became
boon companions in the home of Mr tim e deemed to have little o r no entangled in an icy ladder, and was
and Mrs. Merritt L. Wood of Spring- effect. Chief Engineer V an Russell, extricated with some difficulty. T h e
field. Mass. Every day the two ani finding himself confronted by a seri i Iiief has but recently recovered
mals. natural enemies in the ordinary ous an d stubborn fire, gladly accept from a very severe illness.
scheme of life, romp around the house ed th e services of his predecessor, A l
Cutler's still have a fine assort
together in the friendliest passible bert R . Havener, whose experienced
manner. [Frequently the cat goes assistance was greatly appreciated. ment of winter coats for women and
through the motions of "stalking" the I his is a happy custom w hich has misses at greatly reduced prices.
rat, but the “hunt” usually ends with prevailed at Rockland fires for This is the proper time to buy —adv.
the two going to sleep together, with m any years.
the rat stretched out on the warm
So sudden was the fire that there
Nilo is now located at the Atlantic
w as opportunity to save absolutely Highway Garage, —adv.
soft fur of the cat's back.
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“ MR. M O DERATOR” AGAIN
T hree of the K nox County T ow n s Had a N um ber
of C ontests Y esterday
W arren Town Meeting
E. A Starrett Camp. S of V. Auxili
There were contests galore in town ary, $50.
Outstanding notes, $1000 from back
meeting yesterday, the most striking
overturn being seen in the defeat of taxes as paid in.
Interest on notes, $1140.
Ansel M. Hilt who has been chair
Public health nurse, $77.
man of the board of selectmen for the
Aid to dependent mothers. $870.
past 17 years. He received 86 votes
Graveling roads in outlying dis
as against 141 cast for Edwin S. Gam 
mon, a Republican running on the tricts, $1000
S tate Highway D maintenance, in
Independent ticket. Elbert L. Starrett
was re-elected second selectman with cluding snow removal. $591.
State Aid road construction, $533.
out opposition. The contest for third
Special resolve roads, $146.
selectman resulted in Clarence F.
Peabody, Democrat, receiving 1161 To help in building a fishway at
votes and Clifford M. Spear, Repub Mill Dam. $200.
lican, 91. Mr. Spear had served 11 To connect with State Highway
D. $300.
years.
The meeting had opened with the Cutting bushes on unimproved
unanimous election of Chester B. roads. $150.
Graveling road from corner of F.
Hall as moderator and G. D. Gould
as clerk—both being veteran officials E Mathews to cheese factory lot, $200.
Gravel road from Libby's Corner to
who have served much to the towns
Dr. Parks farm, $100 from sum raised
liking.
Assessors: C. T. Moody (R) unani for graveling outlying districts.
mous; Roland A. Starrett (Di unani Two additional articles which did
mous; Chester B. Hall, third <R> won not appear in the printed warrant
with 121 votes over Harold Pease, were concerned with whether or not
Republican running Indepehdent, the town should take any action per
with 42 votes. Treasurer, Willis R. taining to the establishment of a poor
Vinal; town agent, Edwin Gammon; farm, and whether or not the sum of
school committee. Charles E. Starrett. $50 should be raised for redecorating
In the tax collector field. Maurice the Grange hall. Both articles were
Davis (R) garnered 89 votes; Arthur passed over.
L. Perry iR) 45; Herbert L. KennisThe total amount raised was
ton (Ri 31. Fish agent, Chester B. $29,814, about $2500 less than last
Hall. Fish wardens, O. E. Starrett year.
and Percy R. Bowley. Fish commit
An informal vote as to having a
tee. board of selectmen and fish town official serve on the advisory
wardens.
board of the Rockland Chamber of
W R. Vinal and Vfrgfl Hills were Commerce in matters relative to the
re-appointed to the budget com county resulted in the affirmative.
• • • •
mittee.
Vinalhaven Town Meeting
Appropriations:
Vinalhaven voters were out in good
Common schools, $5750.
force yesterday and injected three
School supplies. $900.
High School laboratory and library, contests into the annual election of
town officers. In each instance the
$150.
Repairs on school buildings. $200 leader had a wide margin.
L. E. Williams again handled the
High School. $1500.
meeting in the capacity of moderator
Fuel for High School. $100.
Roads and bridges, $2500 appropri and the town's appreciation of L. B.
Dyer's services as town clerk were
ation; $1000 excise tax.
shown in his unanimous re-election.
Sidewalks, $150
James Smith and Curtis Webster
Maintenance Third Class Road.
$1200.
had no opposition as first and second
selectmen respectively, and Lyford
Support of poor, $5500.
W arren who opposed Mrs. M. N.
Snow bills, $1000.
Miscellaneous expenses, $1200 ap I Chllles for third selectman received
but nine of the 154 votes cast. The
propriation; $800 excise tax.
vote for member of the superintend
Officers' salaries, $2000.
ing school commttee was; L. E. Wil
Street lights. $582.
liams 125, S. L. Winslow 20, scatter
Hydrants, $000
Cutting bushes on improved roads. ing 1. The election of fire chief re
$125.
sulted in another mild sort of a conPublic library. $100
(Continued on Page Twoi

GOVERNOR W ARM LY RECEIVED
G iven R ousing W elcom e A t Com m unity B all and
“ Tripped the Light F antastic”
Governor's Night was a huge suc dance committee which had dc
cess as the closing feature of Com j such a fine work on the dance, p
munity Fair. Gov. and Mrs. Bar- sented the Governor and Mrs. B:
rows, arriving a t 830 received an rows amid applause which shook t
ovation minutes long from a crowd rafters.
900 strong filling balconies and floor.
Characteristically brief, the speech
Following the brief speeches the ! the honor guest was rich with spai
state's chief executive and first lady ; ling humor and warm with friendsl
remained for a number of dances for Knox County and Rockla
where the latchstring is ever out :
“Lou" Barrows.
He dealt w;
Maine's future as a winter resc
i gaining several laughs from t
problem of conducting this winte
snow carnivals without snow,
spoke in warm approval of the sple
did possibilities of Rockland's Co:
munity Building and of the grt
drive in progress to equip it.
The dance itself exceeded the for
est hopes of the committee from be
financial and entertainment star
points. The efforts of Uncle Se
and his Radio Hill Billies of Bans
was so genuinely good and the dai
ers were so enthusiastically enjoyi
themselves that the big galleries i
mained full until midnight. Not
many a day has a dance audier
enjoyed more pleasing music and t
committee is besieged with reque
This Is Maine's Chief Executive in (to bring back “Uncle Seth" for
1dance series.
high good humor at last night's
festivities.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
and expressed enthusiastic approval
of Community Building and the
equipment project.
On the platform with Gov. and
Mrs Barrows were Mr. and Mrs
Francis D Orne, John M. Pomeroy,
Raymond E. Thurston and Frank A.
Winslow. Mr. Pomeroy acting In his
capacity as chairman of entertain
ment for the fair, served as chair
man of the meeting, welcoming the
big crowd in behalf of the city gov
ernment and the Chamber of Com
merce of which he Is head, and In
which Gov. Barrows is keenly Inter
ested. Mr. Orne, chairman of the

If I had my life to live again I would
have made a rule to read some poetry
and listen to some music at least once
a week The loss of these tastes la a
loss of happiness. —Charles Darwin.
CONSECRATION
Though weak and feeble be the candles
flickering gleam
i It Is enough to guide a traveler through
the night.
The candle puts Its very life Into Its
beam
And Is consumed that travelers may
have light.
And so ‘tls with the life th a t unto
others lives.
Forgetting
selfish lusts;
forgetting
though of |
And asking nothing for the service th a t
It gives.
It Is consumed; but like the candle, not
In vain.
—H L d e g a rd

W lc h m a n a
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THOSE CHALLENGES

T he C ourier-G azette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

A new commandment I give unto
you, That ye love one another. —
John 13:34.

ERRYM AKING
I A M

I

MISCALLED NAMES
Shells and Soirees

Southern and African Craw
fish Being Palmed Off For
Lobster Meat

Every-Other-Day

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, March 2, 1937

As the brilliant moon shoved her
orange-red self above the horizon '
our party sat on a bench at Miami j

New Coats
for Spring
Our New Coats for Spring are arriving
daily.

Leon (Old Goose) Arey Man
To Receive Them—Drew’s
Fine Suggestion
Vinalhaven, Feb. 28
, Sports Editor of Courier-Gazette:—
I I am getting w riters cramp ans
wering the many challenges to bowl
that keep appearing in the columns
of your paper. If they keep coming
j along at this rate we shall have to
organize the Vinalhaven Rolling
Stock Co., and go on tour. I do not
know who the Leftfooted Seagull is
j but he is a man after my own heart
i and 1 11 bet a good sport.
But my advice to him is if he
wants a bowling match, to get in
touch with Leon (The Goose) Arey,
who is making arrangements for the
Rockland match, he being the bowlingest man in these parts, and hav
ing the details at his finger tips. I
have no doubt he will be accom
modated if the dates can be ar
ranged.
»And while we are on this matter
Mr. Editor, let me speak up now for
a meeting next fall to see if there
cannot be arranged a Knox County
Bowling League, or Knox and Lin
coln or Knox-Waldo. I have had the
idea for a long time but with Old
Man Depression hanging around the
idea did not flourish. Now however
'th e time may be ripe for the forma, tlon of at least a schedule of games
I to be played off next winter. I would
be Pleased to hear from anybody on
the mainland who u interested in

We invite your early inspection.

Beach, sensing the quietness of the
deserted sands Not a person was in
sight along the palm-stretched beach.
All the colorful gay throngs were
ROCKLAND
O D I) FELLOWS B LO C K
SCHOOL STREET
elsewhere; we talked.
26-27
But I was really eager to get home,
so here I am searching through piles
of exquisite shells. Yes. I am col
lecting these fine creatures of the
seas. I have bought shell books, and
have enjoyed “shelling" on these
tropical beaches, collecting hundreds
Tarvia on road. $1500.
(Continued from Page One)
of fascinating varieties.
Fire pumper. $1600.
We leave the beaches for lovely test, Edward Kittredge having 122 i Town grader and tractor. $200.
rides. Last week we went to Home votes and Maurice Brown 27.
I Street lights. $612.
stead We tried to And Sherwood
Officers elected unanimously, in ad
Aid to dependent mothers. $450.
Small from home, but decided he dition to those heretofore mentioned
Bernard Stiles was elected to the
had left the atmosphere of this unique were: Town treasurer. Leon M. San school committee by 72 votes, his
the genuine article. Only a person | village. On the return we stopped to born; collector of taxes. L. B. Dyer;
rival. C E. Wotton. receiving 58.
very familiar with both can tell the touch the huge sausages on a famous constable, Percy A. White; auditor, C. L. Brown. Fov Brown and Harry
difference.
j Modello sausage tree.
C. Meservey F. Ames.
Baird were voted in as fire wardens.
From E. S. Stockman of New York.
Partjing is a happy time in Miam* These appropriations were made:
Common schools. $6950
a prominent manufacturer of clothing area, especially when Win and Ned
FROM OUR
CHARLIE
_____
Free High School. $3500.
came the following; "Having been Leighton entertain under the huge
colored
sun
parasols
on
the
beach
in
Repairs on school buildings. $909. |
born in a New England seacoast tow’n
rorm er Bowling Captain Has
School supplies. $400
I am familiar with lobster. For the ' front of their Florida home—the
I a \\ ord Or Two To Say
Free Text Books. $600
past two years here in New York they Whitman hotel. Kay and Charlie
»l
. o
lSalaries of town officers. $2200.
have been palming off crawfish to Berry. Esther Boynton. Dick KnowlA b o u t B o w lin g
i
ton.
Don
and
I
enjoyed
their
hospi
Dependent
Children.
$175.
the consumer to an extent that In
tne idea. Baseball does It, basketMothers' Aid. $1200.
sults cr.as intelligence I will ven tality a day recently.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
balI does w why can-t
do lt?
In
her
charming
home.
Kay
Berry
Support
of
poor.
$7500.
ture to say that through high pres
Having
been
the
Star
Alleys
bowlare
just
as
many
if
not
more
entertained
a
group
of
friends
who
State Aid roads. $1066.
sure selling methods, on the part of
Roads and bridges, $4000 ($1000 to ing reporter for years past I have people interested in bowling as in the
the wholeslaers. here, that 76", cf had
sat on ‘hose plaid
been questioned in regard to the | other sports.
the eating places are offering craw blankets at Miami Beach: Ann and be used for tarred roads).
items appearing in the local paper, And Mr Edltor> if you get any
Fred
Trecartin,
Esther
Boynton.
Mr
Road
patrol.
$327.
fish for lobster without knowing the
ifrom
time to time above the Star 1mOre challenges for me turn them
Third class road maintenance. $450
difference. I have talked with a and Mrs. J. Hartley Stackhouse
1Alley Reporter s name.
over to my private secretary Leon
James
OBrien.
Michael
Walch,
Don
Building and repairing sidewalks,
number of proprietors here in the
I wish to state that none of the (The Goose) Arey. He's a little bit
and
I.
This
was
a
delightful
affair
$200.
city running first class places and
_
»
in » n,
A ti.ntu !t€ms has been from me during the queer, but he can read and write.
they were very much surprised when after the group had taken the blimp
Cement sidewalk on Atlantic past
n« , season,
—
u_
yours
&
league
as T
I have -----reached .the
skyride
over
these
beautiful
cities.
It
avenue, $60.
I accused them of misrepresentation."
!stage
(and
willing
to
admit
it)
where
O.
V Drew
was a great sight.
Sidewalk on Carver street. $4t)
Il can take a back seat and tell the
Mrs Clarence Fisher served lunchSidewalk on Chestnut street. $25.
From Sturges Dorrance, well known ' eon recently to a group of us who
bowlers how to hit them for spares, we may also beat the "Chiefs" at
Clearing roads of snow. $500.
advertising expert: “It is a long had been swimming at her attractive
etc. In my opinion the writer of the baseball.
Fire Department and forest fires,
stretch of imagination to dignify home on Michigan avenue.
[Challenge is no mean bowler himself,
Yours for better bowling,
$750.
this crawfish meat from the tropica!
1nor is he a native of our fair city
Charles M. Lawry, Former Captain
And so it was presently our turn
Public
library.
$500
waters off the southern coast which to entertain Ann and Fred joined
To me he is like the barking dog of the Star Alleys bowling team and
Memorial Day observance. $75.
in Cuba they call Moro Crab, under Don and me in inviting the Rock
story.
Alley reporter.
Incidental Expenses. $700.
the title of lobster, and it is a shame land group to dinner at Rose Bowl,
One of the cleanest sports I ever
Rockland, March 2.
Health officer. $150.
th at the product can be sold in the followed by movies taken about
met. I regrtt Mr. Drew took offense
Street lighting. $1,350.
markets mislabeled and represented Maine at our home here. We Invit
at the challenge which was not meant
Even the axis of the earth have to
Hydrant service and municipal
as lobster. In a recent survey that ed: Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller, Win
as written, and also General "Goose ’ be lubricated. W hat about your
water, $2,000.
we have made of the sea food whole and Ned Leighton. Kay and Charlie
Arey who has been accused of going automobile? Nilo Atlantic Highway
Interest on loans. $550.
salers throughout the Eastern and Berry, Esther Boynton Mrs. Clar
Ion the war path. I would like to Garage. Tel. 8320 Res. 553-J. —adv.
Trust fund losses. $75.
,
Middle Western markets we find con ence Fisher and George Snow.
School nursing. Lorna Swears. $50 have the privilege of bowling against
siderable mention of this so-called
In Kenilworth and other North
Shingling one side of Town hall Mr Arey once more' but regret the
What is that noise about the room!
Florida and African lobster meat. I My shells are walking away!
| fact th at I am only a fair bowler Shore suburbs children rowed in
roof. $300
am giving below recent letters wc
and must bow to the younger boys wash-tubs in the streets following a
Leah Ramsdell Fuller
W.PA. expenses. $800
have received, showing , that this
I trust th at in the future there will two-day downpour. The last rows of
Miami. Feb 27.
Repairs on stone crusher. $250
competition is damaging to the sale
be
a better feeling between the Vinal summer, perhaps—Chicago Daily
Under Article 57 it was voted that
of Maine lobsters, in fact lobsters
taxes shall be due October 1 and haven and Rockland teams and thal News.
UNION
from the North Atlantic states."
that 5 percent interest shall be paid I
Mr. Dorrance followed with ex
on unpaid taxes. An abatement of J
Star
Circle
will
serve
a
public
cerpts of letters from prominent
1 percent will be allowed on taxes
wholesalers and consumers from va dinner Thursday in charge of Mrs paid on or before August 1. the sum
rious parts of the country, all of Marie Butler. Mrs. Lena Heald. Mrs of $300 being raised for that purpose
whom said genuine lobster meat was Elizabeth Hughes and Mrs. Estella
Total appropriations amounted to
Hannon.
superior but due to price they often
A stated meeting of Orient Chap $37,916.05.
use the crawfish.
• • • ■
ter O.ES. will be held Friday night
The Department has obtained
featuring a box social in charge of
93 Exchange Street
North Haven Town Meeting
copies of menus, advertisements and
Mrs. Geneva Prescott, Mrs. Euda
Harmonious and smooth, town af
market handbills in which the craw 
Lermond. Mrs. Emma Jones and Mrs
Maine
Portland,
fairs in North Haven were conduct
fish is advertised as African and
Alice Robbins.
’d with general satisfaction to tax- |
Florida lobster. This is very deceiv
Established 1854
At a spelling contest held for the
ing to the ordinary person, it is be last 15 weeks in the seventh and payers and citizens. The meagre
18-19T&Stf
imount of opposition was in minor
lieved. as but few persons are
eighth grade room (Mrs. Mertie
fey and worked no ill will.
familiar with the vast difference be
Messer) four pupils have received
Moderator. Lloyd Crockett
tween the Northern and Southern 100 percent. Hazel Young. Philip
Town Cierk. Foy W. Brown
varieties. There is evidence that Morton. Barbara Morton and Carle
Selectmen. J. B. Crockett. Joel F
many large hotels and restaurants ton Robbins.
Wooster, and H Neil Burgess This
are serving the crawfish in salads
The next public card party to be
and stews as Maine lobster.
sponsored by the Community Club office of third selectman was the
The situation is getting worse will be Saturday night a t the home only one which offered a contest Mr.
every day. according to the Commis of Mrs. Elizabeth Hawes. Committee Burgess receiving 59 votes, the re
sioner. He is contemplating an edu- ; includes Mrs. Carl Mitchell. Miss mainder scattering.
Treasurer. Ray M. Eev?rag~, salary
cational campaign for the metropoli- 1Edith Hawes and Mrs. Herbert
$100.
ta n markets and restaurants, with Hawes.
Collector of Taxes. Ray M Bever-1
pamphlets explaining the difference i Guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs
as well as other publicity matter.
Irving Rich were (Mr. and Mrs. Lewis ige. $150.
Auditor, H. W. Crockett.
An effort will be made to have I Rich Sr., and Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
For road commissioner. C. O. Ames
Federal intervention on the alleged Rich Jr. of Searsport.
misbranding and mislabeling.
Mrs. Bernice Payson returned won with 75 votes against the 48 af
his opponent, Robert Beverage
Ju tt a few
Thursday from Portland.
Salary. $5 a day.
Mr.
and
Mrs
Herman
Fowles
oi
steps and
TRYING IT, ANYHOW
The salary of the superintendent of
South Windham were guests Wedyou’ll feel
fa
Experiment Fostered By Isom nesday and Thursday of Mr. and schools was fixed at $200 and that
„ J
. i Mrs. J. C. Creighton
of the superintendent of the school
difference
Laur Will Be Extended Dr. and Mrs. Irving Tuttle of committee at $4 a day.
Appleton are moving to Union April
Constable. A. McDonald.
To 100,000
1 and will occupy the George Cam
Traffic officer. Carl Bunker. $100.
Isom Lamb of Chelan. Wash eron place.
Sexton, H, W. Crockett.
sponsor of the first “revolving dollar"
Charles Shepard is ill.
Appropriations:
Rep. and Mrs. John Newton of
Town charges. $1400.
pension test, said Saturday night
State Aid Road. $1056.
th a t 100,000 old people would be em  Readfield spent Friday as guests of
Miss Harriett Williams.
Common Schols, $2800
barked on a nation-wide pension test
The Bible Class observed guest nite
High School, $2700.
by April 1—each under contract to Thursday in the form of a backward
School supplies. $150.
spend $200 a month—for 12 months. social. Miss Edith Hawes was in
Text books. $150.
In any city sponsoring a test bonds charge of an interesting program
Repairs to school buildings. $300.
W e a r ^ P o lly P re s to n s
backed by bant; deposits and issued and refreshments were served.
Overdraft of schoqjxepairs account.
a
nd k n o w w h a t Foot
$250.
in $1 denominations would be used
c o m fo rt re a lly is. The
Roads and bridges, $1000.
in payment for goods, he explained.
Your motor SURGES WITH POWER
Maintenance of improved State Aid
The fund would be maintained by a
com fort features embodied
transaction tax.
roads. $250.
in these shoes take nothing
Removing of roadside bushes. $15.
The plan calls for contracts with
away from their good looks
State Aid patrol, $699.
retailers, wholesalers and workers to
AAAA t o EEE
accept the bonds and spend them
Mowing grass town roads month of
July. $25.
within three days. Each would affix
Common labor on town roads not
stamps showing the 2 per cent tran s
including State work, $4 day.
action tax had been paid. Whole
Repair road from Frank Waterman
salers and workers would agree to
Barn to Elmer Carver's. $200.
accept bonds up to 10 per cent of ac
310 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, M AINE
Public Library, $150.
counts or wages due.
Memorial Day, $25.
EX P E R
I T T E R S 5 IN
A T T E N D A N C E I
School nursing. $24.
Those who want the Archibishop to
Rental on doctor’s home, $300.
be more specific as to names and
Outstanding note, $1065.
incidents of the high life he criticizes
Town debt, $1200.
seemingly want a new series of
h i - o c t a n e g a s o l in e
a s ic
im e
Subsidy for town and school physi
Canterbury Tales. — Arkansas G a
..
T h ^ l / J a & J z . S o - f c & s a 'n d . C
PLEASE
SEE
PACE
3
cian,
$2500
zette (Little Hock),

LUCIEN K. GREEN

Swamped with letters from all over
the country complaining of the seri
ous effect that southern and African
crawfish meat is having on the lob
ster market. Commissioner Rodney
E. Feyler of the Department of Sea
and Shore Fisheries is preparing to
utilize the entire influence and re 
sources of his organization to help
eliminate this menace to the welfare
of our lobster industry. Crawfish
meat is being sold in the metropoli
tan markets for lobster meat at from
45 to 60 cents a pound as compared
with from $150 to $1.75 a pound for

—Furrier—

"MR. M ODERATOR” AGAIN

H. M. PAYSON & CO.
Investm ent B ankers

H o b b le
A lo n g /

BLACKINGTON’S

when you sw itch to richer

RICHFIELD

POLLY
B

PR ESTO N
L

Gef

BY TAKING THAT TRIP YOU PLANNED.

Renewed
Energy
Yearly
Leave
In
Neaf
Easy

Safe

EX

CURSION TO BOSTON AND RETURN, ONLY

$4.50
Buses with all worries left behind.

Let the driver be

your guide until your destination is reached.

He stands

for Courtesy, Safety and Dependability.

Sale on tickets March 4th to I 1th, inclusive. Good for transportation 30 days
from date of sale. Get yours early and travel any time within 30 days.
Grey Line Tickets Sold At:
Blaisdell's Drug Store,
Rockland i Carroll Drug Store,
Rockport
Rexall Drug Store,
Rockland I Knox Hotel,
Thomaston
Hotel Rockland,
Rockland I
26-29

ROCKPORT
Leslie C. Deane is ill with flu at
his home on West street.
Commander Howard A. Tribou.
U.SJ4. Medical Corps, returned Sun
day to Portsmouth, N. H., after a
weekend visit with his mother, Mrs.
Nancy J. Tribou.
Mrs. Ada Libby will entertain the '

A Protestant minister says the lay- | a London manufacturer finds hint
ing on of hands has never cured , self with a few hundred thousand
anything. He's mistaken. There are plaster heads of Edward on his
many known cases in which it has hands. The whole enterprise was a
cured loneliness—and juvenile delin- i bust, Dora says. —Portland Morning
quencies—Washington Post.
I Oregonian.

G W. Bridge Club this afternoon at
her hbme on Amesbury Hill.
Miss Barbara Richardsoh. who j
with her mother, Mrs. Ralph Blakley,
has been visiting in New York for
ten days, returned home Monday.
Mrs. Blakley will visit in Boston for
a few days before returning home.
Mrs. Hans Heistad is visiting Mr.
and Mrs. John Hennings in Portland
this week.
Weekly meetings of Fred A. Nor
wood W.R.C. were resumed Friday
after being suspended for a few weeks
due to illness of several of the offi
cers and members.
Mrs. Edna Robbins entertained the
T Club Friday night at her home cn
Church street. Tne time was devoted to sewing, Refreshments were
served.
Harbor Light Chapter O.EB. meets
tonight.
The business meeting and silver
tea of the Camden W.CTJ.U. will be
held March 9 at the home of Mrs.
Mildred Rhodes. Commercial street
Mrs Edith Overlock, who has been
ill with flu. is showing slight im
provement.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Libby and
daughter Katherine, who have been
visiting relatives and friends here
and in Rcckland the past week have
returned to Manchester. N H
Mrs. Maynard Graffam has r e - '
turned from Milo where she spent
the school vacation with Mr. Graf
fam. who is a teacher in the Milo
public schools. Mr. Graffam accom
panied her here for the weekend.
Mrs. Byron Rider of Rockland is
visiting at the home of her son and
daughter-in-law Mr. and Mrs. FranS
Rider.
Mrs. Erlene Davis of Thomaston
was guest Sunday of Mrs. Marie
Bisbee.
Mrs. Z. Andrews is confined to h e r :
home by illness.
Mr. and Mrs Ernest Crockett have
rented the upstairs apartm ent in the
Torrey house Union street, and will
begin housekeeping there April 1.
Earle Achorn. who was at home j
from Searsport over the weekend,
preached Sunday morning at the
Methodist Church.
An additional improvement to the J
newly decorated auditorium of the j
Baptist Church was noted at theI
service Sunday morning, in the form
of attractive book racks which have
been added to the back of the pews, i
Instrumental in this project were I
Deacon Arthur K Walker, who made 1
the racks. Ray Easton, who did the ,
staining and Henry Tominski who
furnished the stain and gave valu- I
able suggestions as to finishing It
is a fine job and brought forth many
favorable comments.
An unusually interesting meeting of
the Twentieth Century Club was held
Friday afternoon at the home of Mrs.
Gladys Heistad, who substituted for
Mrs. Cora Wentworth. A large num
ber were present. “Music" was the
topic for the day and items relating
to music were given by members in
response to the roll call. Papers pre
sented were: "What We Hear in
Music" by Miss Mabel Pottle, and
“Folk Songs and Spirituals" by Mrs.
Heistad. These different types o!
songs were illustrated by Mrs. Heis
tad with Miss Edna Gregory of Rock
land at the piano. Other entertain
ing numbers were vocal duets by Mr.
and Mrs Heistad. A social hcur with
refreshments followed
Mary E.. widow of Levi Saunders,
died at her home on Union street,
Saturday at the age of 81. following
a short illness from bronchial pneu
monia. Funeral services will be held
at 2 p. m. today at the Pioneer
Grange hall. East Union, with Rev. J.
W. Hyssong of the Rockport Bap
tist Church officiating. Interment
at East Union.
Mrs. H. O. Heistad went to Port
land Sunday to spend a few days
with Mr. and Mrs John Porter Hen
nings

EARLY WEEK SUGGESTIONS

EGGS

23/

S T R IC T L Y F R E S H —M E D IU M S IZ E
N A T IV E F A R M G A TH ER ED

B its 2 .,,- 2 1 /
CURED AT VINALHAVEN

SLACK SALTED POLLOCK
9/

VERY FANCY FISH
EASTPORT CURED

LB.

S a lt P o rk
M ilk

LB- 1 5 /

EVAPORATED

3

CANS

20/

TU E S .-W E D . SALE
P o rk Chops .. 2 5

J

BEST < ENTER CUTS

TALL

P in k Salmon

CAN

2

Peaches

T IN S
tins

10/

29ft

E
LARG E SIZ E T IN S — Y E L L O W FREE S TO N E

P & G Soap

6

CAKES
akes

23/

ONE F U LL SIZ
IZ E C A K E FREE

No. 2

TINS 1 9 /
3™

T o m atoes

EEK BR.
RED RIPE—SOLID PACK—FOX ( REEK
BRAND

S ardines

3

TINS

19/

NORWEGIAN—NORMA BRAND
LGE.

Rinso

PKGS.

37/

THE NEW 1937

S trin g Beans 2 ™s 1 9 /
GREEN O R W A X

Shrim p

2
2

S a lt

CANS

X

25/
12/

.

D IA M O N D C R Y S TA L

Layer C akes

EACH

F U D G E OR PECAN C R E A M

1

(ft

«

■

/

Baked Fresh Daily For Our Markets—Large 16 Oz. Size

M acaro n i

2 ™ ," " 1 5 /

S nid er’s Soup 4

TINS

19/

TO M A TO O R VEGETABLE

P o s t-0 Cereal

££ 2 1 /

The New Wheat Cereal—Cooks Perfectly In Three Minutes

O ranges

MED.
SIZ E

C A L IF O R N IA S U N K IS T F O R

2

DO Z.
OOZ.

VIG O RO US

40/

HEALTH

Tel. 1 2 3 4 FOR COMPLETE MARKET SERVICE

Every-Other-Day

R o c k la n d C o u r ie r -G a z e tte , T u e s d a y , M a r ch 2 ,
Mrs. F. P. Brown was awarded the
crocheted bedspread made by Mrs. I
Elmer Larrabee.

1937 MARCH

s

M

T iW T

1 2 3
7 8 9 10
1-1 15 1 6 1 7
21 2 2 2 3 2 4
28 2 9 3 0 31

1937 |

5 6|

F

8

4 5 d
11 12 13!
% '
18 19 2 0
2 5 2 6 27

Following a recess of three
the weekly first aid classes
Sons of the American Legion
resumed tonight at 6.30 p. m.
Legion hall.

weeks,
of the
will be
at the J

TALK OF THE TO W N

T1IE WEATHER

A more seasonal temperature, and
prospect of snow flurries for this aft
ernoon. was Rideout's prediction this
morning. If anybody |s dissatisfied
with the delightful spring weather
we have been enjoying he can easily
get seven or eight March snowstorms
by patronizing our want columns.
Once for 25 cents; three times for 50
cents. Who will be first to try it.

Rehearsal for new officers of O.E.S
will be held Sunday at 2 o'clock at
I Masonic Temple.

William H. Rhodes, a veteran mem- |
TELEPHONE WALDOBORO 100
ber of the lime company’s staff, has
1
been transferred to the Boston headTUESDAY, MARCH 2
quarters, and will represent the com- |
Evening at Eight
pany in the States of Massachusetts,
“Three Men on a Horse”
Rhode Island and Connecticut.
JOAN BLONDELL

Announcement of the comic contest
winners which appeared in the Bos
ton Sunday Globe had a decided lo
cal interest. Robert G. Dow of 3
Green street, West Lebanon, N. H.
Who won first prize, a free trip to
Hollywood is a brother of Mrs. Ar
thur Blackman and Mrs Harry T.
Rising of this city.

1--------~ ~ ----*
WILL TOP TWO THOUSAND
Community Fair and Com
munity Ball are history for 1937
and with last night's highly
successful concluding event fig
ured in, the net proceeds are ex
pected to go well over $2,000. A
definite figure will be available
next issue when a complete
statement of the receipts and !
disbursements of the Rockland
Community and School Improvement Association Inc., the
unit intrusted with the task of
raising the fund to equip Community Building, will be presented. Much equipment has already been purchased and more
will be acquired immediately,
The corporation is proceeding
strictly on a “pay-as-you-go"
basis.

RAM .. has a stated meeting Thurs
day night.

Mr and Mrs. Carleton E. Morse were |
i Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fuller '
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY” Douglas in Gardiner.

Funeral services for Milton S. Dick,
who died a t the Togus veterans' hos
pital following a second operation,
will be held at his late home in this
city Thursday at 2 o'clock, Rev. C. H.
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
March 2 — Waldoboro — Gentlemen's Olds officiating. Masonic services
Night a t Woman s Club.
will be conducted by Aurora Lodge.
March 3 — Waldoboro —• Meeting of

Parent-Teacher Aseoclatlon.
March 3—Warren—One-act play "The
Bag Doll" by High School at Town hall
March 4—Annual "guest day” of
Methebesec Club
March 4—Knox. Stamp Club meets
with Mrs. T. J. Fiench. Camden
March 5—South Thomaston—Threeact piay "The Pajama Girl" at Wessaweskeag Grange.
March 5 — China — Erskine Academy
Minstrel Show.
March 8—Owls Head—town meeting.
March 8—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs Henry Bird
March 8—Camden—Town m eeting In
Opera House
March 10 — Waldoboro — Meeting of
Junior Garden Club.
March 13—Llmerock Valley Pomona
meets at 8t. George Grange.
March 15—Rockport—Town meeting.
March 15—Union—Town meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick's Day.
March 17—Birthday banquet a t Me
thodist vestry.
March 19 (3 to 9 30)—Educational
Club meets a t G AR. hall.
March 19—Rockland High at Woodfords In Bates College Debating League.
March 19—State Federation of Garden
C lute meets at Community Building.
March 28—Easter.
March 29—Thomaston—Town meeting.
April 13—S tate Fire Chiefs' Convention
at Community Building.
May 20. 21 and 22—Maine Federation
of Music Clubs meets In Rockland.

WALDO THEATRE

I
I
I

FRANK McHUGH
WEDNESDAY. MARCH 3
BANK NIGHT

Evening at Eight

“BREEZING HOM E”
BINNIE BARNES. It'll. GARGAN
THURS.-ERI., MARCH 4-5
Evening at Eight
THE MARX BROTHERS

“HORSE FE A TH ER S”

Edward O'B Oonia has recently
been accepted to the membership of
the Rockland Chamber of Commerce.
Mary, wife of William O. Rogers,
died this morning at her home, 59
Crescent street. Her age was 73.

SATURDAL. MARCH 6

Matinee 230. Evening 7 and 9

SA« MARKET SALE
FROM

S tartin g W ed n esd ay, M arch 3 , an d continuing through to Satu rd ay, w e put on sale
som e unusually good va lu es picked up from N ew Y ork m arkets at a savin g to you. P rices
are con tinu ally risin g, but advance buying and co -o p era tiv e buying w ith th ou san d s of
other m erchants through a central N ew York office en ab le us to sell at low er than m arket
prices w hich w e will con tinu e to do a s prices ad vance.

D. H. Bostick who is employed by a
large paper concern in West Vir
ginia, is visiting his brother, Grover
Bostick, Park street.
A Masonic Assembly which prom
ises to be a headliner is scheduled for
March 18 in Temple hall. Masquer!ade is the word.
AN APPRECIATION

'

A few sp ecia l item s are listed below .

SUNDAY, MARCH 7

Matinee at 230. Evening a t Eight
MIRIAM HOPKINS,
GERTRUDE LAWRENCE

“MEN AR E NOT G O D S”
Benefit Red Cross Flood Relief
MON.-TUES., MAR( II 8-9

Evening a t Eight

“Valiant Is the Word For
Carrie”
GLADYS GEORGE,
ARLINE JUDGE

Through the columns of The
Courier-Gazette I wish to ex
press m.v deep appreciation of
the splendid eo-operation ac
corded me during Community
Food Fair just concluded. In
behalf of the fine object for
which we worked, raising the
fund to equip the building, 1
express m.v personal thanks to
committee members, volunteer
workers, exhibitors and the gen
eral public.
Parker E. Worrcy,
Gen. Mgr.

Leon J. White became a grand
Rockland Lodge F.A.M. meets to daddy 8unday when a daughter was
I night. All Masons are invited.
born to Mr. and Mrs. George Libby
j
(Dorothy White). The infant has
j Looked like somebody was having been named Marilyn G. As her
| a birthday in the Kimball-Gordon
weight was only four pounds at birth
i block yesterday. Florists were busy.
she has been kept in an incubator.

’

10 QUART

LARGE TURKISH TOWELS LADIES’ HOUSE DRESSES
10c each

All new and made of 8(1 square percales

GALVANIZED PAILS

77c each

19c each

M EN’S HANDKERCHIEFS

“CRIMINAL L A W E R ”
LEE TRACY,
MARGOT GRAHAME

Page Three

1937

2c each

DECORATED

CHILDREN’S DRESSES

EARTHEN TEAPO TS

12 to 16 sizes

Four Cup Size

59c each

MEN’S W ORK SH IRTS
4 5 c each

2 5 c each

LADIES’ FASHIONED

MEN’S DUNGAREES
7 9 c pair
M EN’S COTTON HOSE

SILK HOSE

W HITE COFFEE C U PS

25c pair

5 c each

TABLE OILCLOTH

PINT THERM OS BOTTLES

Large variety of patterns

5 9 c each

3 pairs 25c

only 19c yard

Fully Guaranteed

MEN’S SANFORIZED SHRUNK

BEAUTIFUL LINE OF

OVERALLS

CURTAIN D R A PE S

Sizes 36 to 50

.

Suh,

DECORATED

CUPS A N D SAUCERS
9 c com plete

29c

The late George A. Sherman, who
John Guistin has sold his barber
Cottage,
69c, 79c
died last Friday in his 93d year,
DECORATED
shop in the Moffitt block to Chester
never wore glasses, and drove a
Hunt, who has been located a t the
Priscillas,
39c,
98c
motor car until two years ago.
MEN’S WORK OR DRESS
corner of Main and Pleasant streets.
Edwin Libby Relief Corps meets
Mr.
Guistin
who
retires
for
the
bene
Last week Miss Ethel Hayes, a for
Thursday night a t Grand Army hall.
39c WASHABLE
mer
student at Rockland High School, fit of his health, expresses gratitude
Past
Presidents'
night
will
be
ob
E. A. Dean is confined to his home
for
the
patronage
he
has
had.
served, the business of the evening was enrolled as a special student at
at The Highlands by illness.
being conducted by past officers. Sup Haverford High School, Upper Darby.
THREE-PIECE
Tn Rockland Municipal Court yes
Exceptional Value
Penn.
Special For This Sale
The Industrial Accident Commis per will be in charge of Mrs. Ada I
terday Willard Best of Washington
sion is in possession of the Munici •Brewster. Mrs. Lena Rollins, Mrs. I The D.A3 broadcast March 4 at pleaded guilty to drunken driving and
Beulah Larrabee and Mrs. Minnie I
for operating a car without a driver's
pal Court rooms today, with several
Smith. A program is being arranged. 1:30 p. m from WLBZ. will be given license. He was given an alternative
hearings scheduled.
by Mrs. W. S. Cole of Frances Digh
AU Mounted
Fred K Owen in the Portland Sun- ton Williams Chapter. Mrs. Cole will sentence of $100 and costs or 30 days
in jail on the former, and 30 days in
Opportunity Class will assemble for day Telegram:
interesting rumor present a historical sketch.
THREE-PIECE FANCY
jail on the latter.
a monthly meeting Thursday night
has
some
a t the First Baptist Church. Mem about the appointment of former
The boxing exhibition which was
A Philadelphia subscriber. Emily
With Handles and Cover
bers are reminded to take finished Representative E. Carl Moran, Jr., to to have been given at the Tillson
Gray,
writes: “I want you to know
Avenue Stadium Friday night has
White Cross work.
be a member of the Federal maritime
been postponed one week. Match how very much I am enjoying my
commission. The appointment had
A meeting of the full food fair been promised Mr. Moran and it was maker Hazen Spear was unable to “visit" with Rockland friends through
the entrance of The Courier-Gazette
get the boxers he desired.
committee will be held at 4 o'clock
stated th a t he had gone so far as
into my home three times a week. I
March 8 in the Chamber of Com to provide a home for himself in
A.
C.
McLoon's
ice
crew
made
a
do not believe I ever read the paper
merce rooms to hear reports and Washington. I do not know that
COME E A R L Y — SOME ITEMS A R E LIMITED
“record run" last night at the Engine as closely and with as much interest
make plans for the 1938 fair.
there has been any such hitch, but Quarry when they stored 14,000 when I. lived in Rockland as I do
WE SERVE H OT LUNCHES EV ER Y DAY
[that was a story that was brought cakes in the two houses in 12% hours. now.”
Roll Call. Charter Members and here from Washington.
Nothing very slow about that con
Obligation night will be observed to
Among the 76 high ranking Colhv
cern. wherever you put it, and the
night at the meeting of Miriam Re
In the social columns of the Ken- | pacemaker is the boss himself*
College students making the dean's
bekah Lodge. Supper at 6.15. Card nebec Journal Saturday was an ex
list announced are Miss Lucille K.
party in the afternoon in charge of cellent portrait of Senator Fred E.
4 1 0 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
T hat the Sunday motion picture Pinette of Millinocket, class of 1937.
Burkett's wife. The Journal said: performances hurt the church a t granddaughter of Mrs. D. E. Ball of
Mrs. Jennie Feyler.
"Mrs. Fred E. Burkett is the wife of tendance was the testimony of Rev. this city; and Miss Constance Knick
The attendance contest which has Senator Burkett of Union. She is J. Charles MacDonald and Re/.
erbocker of Waterville, sophomore
been indulged in by the Brotherhood the mother of two children. Franz Charles E. Brooks at last night’s City
class, formerly of Rockland. Botii
and Goago Classes of the F irst Bap Burkett, the present attorney-gen Government when the matter came
I Hotel Rockland furnished coffee
Members and friends of UniverThe planet Venus is swinging
Miss Pinette and Miss Knickerbocker
M IC K IE SAYS—
tist Church since the first Sunday in eral. and Mrs. Bernice Payson oi up on petition. Ensign Otis, who rep
| and sandwiches to the firemen at
salist
Mission
Circle
are
requested
to
have remained high ranking students /.round between the Earth and the
December, ended in a victory for the Union. Her hobbie is her home ar.d resents local theatre interests, indi
Sunday's conflagration, and to those
consistently since their entry at Sun, and its illuminated hemisphere meet Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 in
former, 569 to 472. Frank H. Ingra the greatest interest is her little great cated that the managers would abide
T H * N IC E S T C U S T O M TW A TS
I
who
worked in the icy water for five
the
vestry
to
sew.
Those
having
Colby.
is turning away from us. Thus, the
ham was the winning captain and grandchild. Mrs. Burkett is a mem by any decision which might be made
G O I N G IS T W A T O P S E W 0 IU G
hours it was well appreciated.
holders are asked to take them.
crescent will become more narrow
TVt' HOME NEWSPAPER TO
Rev. J. Charles MacDonald, the rival ber of the Community Club in Union, on a test case, and this will probably
Bright lights, good brakes make a p nr a fCW weeks, until April 1 it will
A
FRIEND F O R A VEAR-®
captain, proved a good loser.
the Eastern Star and the Bethel Re be made.
Annual past matrons' and patrons'
QUITE A FEW OF O UR
rattling car safer Nilo. adv.
continue to increase in .brilliiance.
The Wiscasset Orain Co has bought
bekah Lodge.”
REA DERS DO THAT, AWP
night
was observed by Golden Rod
1After th a t it will quickly move so from Andrew W. Wilband of Wiscas
M O R E W ilt, NOW TWAT I
Funeral services for George A.
A tune-up by an expert is better
Chapter,
O E S., Friday night, with
DIED
nearly
in
line
with
the
Sun
that
it
set
the
grain
mill
on
Park
street,
Rockland High School is among Sherman. Cvil War veteran, were held
HAVE OFFERED THE
than a bungle by a would-be. Nilo is
SUGGCSTlOU
YOUNCi At Rockland March 1. Mabel will not be visible at all. about the Rockland, formerly known as the
1
Mrs.
Vivian
Hewett and I. Lawton
the
secondary
schools
whose
senior
at his late home yesterday afternoon,
no bungler, —adv.
S . wife of Lewis Young, aged 29 years,
. ..
, . __..
..
.
2 months. 10 days. Funeral Thursday middle Of April. B\ the end of . iat Consolidated Baking Co. building. It
class students are e«ioible !ir com and were largely attended. Rev. Dr.
Bray as matron and patron. A deat 2 o'clock from 10 Knox street. month it will be to the west of the is understood that the terms were
| licious banquet preceded the meeting,
Cutler’s still have a fine assort petition for 16 New England Fresh John Smith Lowe officiated. Ritual
Thomaston
man
Scholarships
at
Bates
College.
ROGERS-At
Rockland. March 2. Mary.' Sun, instead of to the east, and will i $10,090.
services were conducted by Col. Ed
ment of winter coats for women and
n charge of Worthy Matron Frances
wife of william o. Rogers, aged 73, appear before sunrise as a morning
misses at greatly reduced prices. *^*’e ^9^7 competition for the schol- ward |K. Gould, past division com
years, 3 months.
Morse. Three birthday canes were
This is the proper time to buy—adv. arships. which cover full tuition for mander of the Sons of Veterans. The DICK—At Togus. Feb. 28. Milton. S s ta r '
Especially .popular with the local
in evidence, in observance of the
Dick, aged 55 years. 8 months. 19 days
_____
10 men and six women, was an bearers were J. N. Southard. Van Rus
service clubs is Principal Joseph E
Funeral Thursday at 2 o'clock Iron,
Chapter's
birthday, and were the
residence
57
Waldo
Ave
A
bearing
on
the
bill
introduced
by
nounced
this
week
by
Harry
W.
Rowe,
sell. Alden Stanley and Oscar S. Dun
As the owner has secured immedi
Blasdell who will be guest speaker
JONES—At North Washington. Feb 23 ... .
,
k , h - Knnx A r.
assistant
to
the
President
and
dean
work
of
Mrs.
Hewett. A surprise
can.
Interment
was
in
Sea
View
ate employment in another city, the
Edward Jones, aged 48 years. Inter- , AY)ert E lliot to mage me K.nox Ar a t tomorrow's meeting of the Rock
m ent In Razorvllle
entire stock, frames, pictures, mottos, of men. Mr. Rowe announced that cemetery.
feature of the evening came when
boretum a State institution was held land Lions Club. His topic has not
etc., of Gregory's Picture and Fram the selection of the scholarship win
Mrs Morse and Mrs. Hewett, both of
M Dow. aged 76 years Funeral Wed- Feb. 25 in Augusta. Alfred C. Hock- been announced, but the members
nesday at 10 o'clock from residence j
know that he always has an inter
If your teeth ache see a dentist.
ing Shop. 406 Main street, over Cnc ners would be based on: scholarship
whom were celebrating birthdays,
in Burkett's Corner. Burial in Miller ing,
representing the Rockland
esting message.
Hardware Co., must be sold a t once, supported by full certification and If you don't feel well see a doctor.
were given a card shower.. At the
O
^
r
o
7
»
Waldoboro.
Feb
24.
Jan,
Chamber
of
Commerce
serving
Knox
at slaughter prices. Everyone Intel- placement in the upper fifth of the If your car is sick see Nilo. Telephone
evening session, chairs were occupied
A. fEugley) widow ef Eli Osier, aged County; Prof. Burr and Director
ested in buying stock or business, call senior class: schocl citizenship and 8320. —adv.
by the past matrons and patrons as
.. „ „
Norman W Lermond. representing
The Rockland basketball teams
at the shop, telephone 254. Unclaimed activity, financial need, full satisfac
SAUNDERS—At Rockport. Feb. 2i. Mary ,
follows: Mrs. Vivian Hewett, worthy
E
.
widow
of
Levi
Saunders,
aged
8i
the
Knox
Academy
of
Arts
and
Scientertain Camden tonight at 7.30 in 1
work must be called for at once. tion of all admission requirements by
matron; I. Lawton Bray, worthy pa
years. Funeral today a t 2 o'clock from
nr.
omi lurrc
Pioneer Grange hall In East Union
, enccs' Mrs. Nina Beverage and Mr*. the Community Building. The game
Special bargains in framed pictures. April 15, and endorsement of the
tron; Mrs. Helen Chapman, associate
NOW I FAT
' William
Pattangall
representing
25-26 principal or college counsellor in the
matron; Arthur Wisner, associate pa
was
postponed
by
Camden
last
month
IN MEMORIAM
Maine Garden Clubs, spoke in favor
school.
Recommendations will be
tron? H. R Winchenbaugh, secre
In loving memory of Ivan E Cunning of the bill. There being no oppo when the epidemic was ragiiig This
Nu-Enamel is proud to announce its sent to Mr. Rowe for the men and
ham.
who
passed
away
March
3.
193G.
tary; Mrs. Phosa Howard, treasurer;
Upset Stomach Goes
nents, prospects look very bright that will be the Camden boys' last game
Do not ask us if we miss him.
new location in Rockland—Huston- to Dean Hazel M. Clark, who super
Mrs. Maude Blodgett, conductress;
in Jiffy with BeU-ans
Oh! There's such a vacant place.
the committees report will be favor before they leave for newiston to
Tuttle Book Store. 404 Main street. vises admission of young women, by
Oft we think we hear his footsteps
Mrs. Caroline Stewart, associate conAnd we see his smiling face
compete in the Bates tournament
able.
Nu-Enamcl. the last word in finishes. the school officials.
i ductress; Dr Harry Richards, chap
Friends may think we have forgotten
Camden has two deadly threats in
One coat covers. Leaves no brush
When they often see us smile.
lain; Robert Stevenson, marshal;
But they little know the sorrow
the form of Wadsworth and Belyea.
marks. Easy to wash. Is heat and R U L E LOCAL— R O C K L A N D
Mrs. Alta Dimiek. organist; Mrs. Hes
FOR IN DIG ESTIO N
T hat the smile hides all the while.
forward and center respectively.
Extra! Extra! Yorkies famous hot
acid proof. Come in and see a dem
His loving Wife, Daughter. Mother,
ter Chase. Adah; Mrs. Gertrude
Father and Brother.
♦
These two boys have been piling up
onstration of its superior qualities. dogs and delicious buttered pop corn
Boody, Ruth; Mrs Evelyn Orcutt.
the score for Camden this year and
—wiv.
25-27 can be obtained in comfort these
Esther; Mrs Millie Thomas, Martha;
CARD O F THANKS
they have made a wonderful job of
days in spite of the wet and cold.
I wish to thank my neighbors for their
Mrs. Katherine St. Clair. Electa;
gifts of flowers and fru it and for their
it. Rockland should watch them like
Always fair weather where Yorkie Is
i George Gay, warder; Leo Howard,
kindness to me during my illness.
m
hawks to prevent the constant scor
Mrs. Irene Winslow
at. Give yourself a treat: opposite
sentinel; Ralph Clark, soloist. Tha
Ambulance Service
(J To U i Printing i i mor* than degree was conferred upon Mrs.
ing these two are noted for. Th"Comique Theatre, Camden, at the
AN APPRECIATION
juat putting word* Into typa.
Rockland boys are obliged to practice ‘
neon sig n —adv.
Orace Flanders and a memorial servThe members of the Rockland I . •
It it tha creation of a work of art,
, Department wish to express their ap
i in the High 'School and will have to ba
it a aimple littla announoament j ice was conducted by Mr and Mrs.
preciation of the thoughtfulness of M.
make the best of it before they meet or an alaborata booklat. Hanca [ Raymond Watts.
Michaels-Stern clothing represen
1F. Donahue and Mrs. James Dondis and |
friends in supplying hot coffee and
Camden at the Community Building's we take all tha pride of an artlat
tative. Mr. Rice, with his custom
during the fire Sunday
AM BULANCE SERVICE | doughnuts
big floor. The girls are ready to go in hie craft, in each job; and that
morning.
*
display of spring and summer suits,
ia tha aecrat of tha auparlativa
Morticians
after their long layoff and wish It. quality of Tha Courier-Qazatta
sports jackets and top coats will be at
IN APPRECIATION
take
the
Camden
girls
right
into
thetBlackington's, 310 Main street, on
Printing.
We wish to express our sincere ap
clutches. These are the first games
preciation to our many friends and
Wednesday. March 3. We extend a
TELS. 450 AND 781-1
neighbors
for
the
prom
pt
and
efficient
TEL.
for a long time and everyone should
eoi^ial invitation to you to come in
manner in which they helped u« save
H I- O C T A N E . G A S O L IN E
• C L A R E M O N T ST., RO C K LA N D
361-365 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND
our belongings during the fire in which
want to see these two fast exciting
ana look over the newest in materials
08tf
119-tf
we lost our home.
T H E T IM E S /
PL E \SF SEE PAGES 2 AND 7
contests,
and styles.—adv,
♦
Mr and Mrs, William O OoUin

$ 1 .0 0 pair

FLOW ER PO TS

PANTS

$ 1 .0 0 pair

8 0 SQ UARE PERCALE

10c each

W INDOW SH A DES
29c each

GREEN GLASS BOW L SETS
2 5 c set

17c yard

COOKIE JA R S

GLASS CONSOLE SET

CURTAIN SCRIMS
10c yard

49c each

3 9 c set

ALL GOODS ON SALE W EDNESDAY, T H U R SD A Y , FRIDAY A N D SA T U R D A Y

E. B. C R O C K E TT 5& 10c to $1 Store

H A SH

Your m otor starts QUICKER

3 : T)

BURPEE’S

■
R ussell F uneral H om e

M
2

w hen you switch to richer

READ THE ADS

The Courier-Gazette

"GOD SENT US MEN"
Abstract of Sermon Preached
In Arizona By North
Haven Man

R obert A d a m W a s F am ou s
as a F u rn itu re D esig n er
Among the most distinguished
furniture designers during the lat
ter part of the Eighteenth century
was Robert Adam, favorite of
George III, bachelor king of Eng
land. Son of an architect, he and
his brother James gained fame as
architects under the partnership
legend of the "Adelphi.”
Adam traveled considerably when
traveling was fraught with great
dangers. Among his many extend
ed trips was the one he undertook
to the excavations of Pompeii and
Herculaneum. In these ancient
ruins he found many decorative
and structural motifs w-hich be
came part and parcel of his ex
quisite designs.
Most of Adam’s furniture shows
his architectural leanings. Some of
the furniture Adam made was of
mahogany with delicate carvings
and dainty inlays. He originally in
troduced the shield back chair, but
abandoned it in favor of the wheelback chair.
During his activities in the build
ing of homes for the wealthy and
designing fixtures and furniture for
the interiors Robert Adam found
time to write and illustrate three
volumes of his "Works in Archi
tecture” which were dedicated to
his patron, King George III. Adam's
designs are frequently reproduced
in dining-room furniture and occa
sional living-room pieces.

A notable Lincoln Day sermon was
preached by Dr. George W. Thomas,
a former North Haven boy, who is
now pastor of the First Presbyterian
Church in Douglas. Ariz. Dr. Thomas
revisited his home town a few years
ago and preached to an audience
which filled the church. Here is an
abstract of his Lincoln Day sermon
which had for its subject “God Sent
Us Men—In February;'
• • • •
This is Lincoln day, and how Ab
raham Lincoln towers among men!
When he made his first awkward
speech, the voters said: “And is this
the best the republican party can
produce?"
Twenty years later
Stanton looked into the dead, m a
jestic, care-lined face of the emanci
pator and said in hushed tones.
“Now he belongs to the ages." W hat
had happened? Well, it seems as
if God deliberately piles difficulties
in front of men whom He needs to
make great, until he develops power
of mind and heart to be and to do
in a time of need. Just as we throwobstacles in the path of a river to
dam up energy and turn it into light
and power. If in past months, the
Colorado river could have spoken, it
Y oung G ira ffes Do B aw l
might have cried out: “Why c a n t
L ike th e H ungry C alves
you let me alone? I made this Grand
Most naturalists long have held
Canyon for my bed. where I might
that giraffes are voiceless animals,
flow in peace and joy forever. Look 1
unable to make a sound when in
at my work and let me alone Stop agony. A challenge of this occurs
your tearing and blasting and chok in the report of the Kenya game
ing Let me run my own course, I warden, which avers that a young
giraffe, separated from its mother,
say."
But the engineers of river des will bawl and low like a hungry
tiny said: "Ah. but humanity needs calf, according to a writer in the
Montreal Herald.
your energy sublimated into light
Whether mute or not, the giraffe
and power and food and beauty! is one of the world's most peculiar
See be calm. Pile yourself behind animals. It has at least two other
this great barrier, and be of sen-ice claims to distinction. It is the
world’s tallest mammal and one of
forever."
the most expensive animals found
• • • •
in menageries.
So it was with Lincoln. Down in
A giraffe's neck, long as it is,
Washington, they have built a ma- I contains no more vertebrae than
jestic monument to an awkward, does the neck of a man. It is mere
country lawyer, who seemingly failed j ly elongation of the vertebrae that
at everything for years and years. elevates the giraffe’s head among
W hat a childhood he had! Out at the treetops.
Possessing few means of defense,
seven years of age with his father
giraffes
are protected by their col
and mother.' through a hundred:
oration. Their irregularly marked
miles of wilderness to Indiana, using j coats blend so perfectly with the
axe and gun with his father, help- 1 dappled sunlight and shadows of the
ing to build the three sided log shed trees on which they feed that at a
in which they lived that first awful distance they are difficult to detect.
winter: three sided shed, with t h e ' Thorny acacias do not prove a trial
open side sheltered by a buffalo hide;, to them for the animals’ tough hides
protect them from long thorns, and
on through the hardships of that their elastic tongues taper to pluck
harsh boyhood, teaching himself t o ' leaves without including the trees’
read and write and cypher on a piercing armor.
wooden shovel, shaved white after j
each lesson, so he “had to remem
The Skin's Heat
ber ; tramping 50 miles "to borrow
Meters
that
measure the tempera
every book within the radius" to read
tures of stars, used to test the heat
by a pine knot: splitting 1.400 rails of the human skin, show that, con
for a woman to pay for weaving and trary to popular belief, colored skin
making one suit of clothes—and all is virtually no better protection
for what? Why. so that he might against heat than white complex
run for the state legislature of ions. Although black paint absorbs
Illinois, and be swamped at 21; go heat, it is found that black human
skin absorbs no more of it than
into business at 22 with a dishonest white. The star meters, which pick
partner, and spend 15 years paying up the human heat rays at a dis
up debts for which he was not legally tance and thus do not upset the
bound; become engaged to a beauti skin’s natural response by contact,
ful young lady and see her die like a show that man’s skin measures heat
fading flower; run for congress and changes as sensitively as the most
delicate thermometers. A normal
be defeated; ask for a position in the
person can feel a temperature rise
land office and be curtly refused; at a rate of less than one thou
run for the senate and be buried in a sandth of a degree per second. His
landslide; run for vice president and subconscious faculties are aware of
be laughed into obscurity—and then the change within three seconds and
be elected president, and save not immediately set his skin "heat reg
only the Union but the hopes of hu ulators” to work.
manity; "belong to the ages." like the
----------------------shadow of a great rock in a weary
Flrrt Calilornia MaiI Service
land, full of waters of refreshment
On April 19, 1847, the first regular
like mountain peaks that make I mail service in California Was esfriends of the sky, enabling the eyes tablished when the United States
that were dim to see. the deaf to military authorities inaugurated a
semimonthly “government express.”
hearken, and the rash to understand;
Army despatches, private letters
the stammering slave to speak free.
and newspapers were carried, free
This was no accident of blind fate, of charge, between San Francisco
but the purposeful planning of God, and San Diego by two soldiers on
building in personality. Why. for horseback, who started from these
more than a thousand years. God towns on alternate Mondays. Meet
had been building Abraham Lincoln. ing the following Sunday at Dana's
rancho, near San Luis Obispo, they
• • • •
exchanged mails. Each soldier then
There is so much that is lovable started back to the point from which
and thrilling is this great character he had come, arriving there in time
whicli we must pass by this morning; to begin another trip the following
his greatness and tenderness and Monday. The rush of settlers to
California, following the discovery
sympathy for the south; the sacri of gold, necessitated the establish
fice of his life, to cement with his ment of Post Office department
own blood the hearts riven by war! | routes, which supplanted this orig
But one supreme characteristic we inal service.
must set in the center of our think
ing—his ability of insight to see
“ Cattle Resemble Masters"
through to the real issues, in a time
“Cattle resemble their masters"
of bewilderment, passion, and pre say the Norwegians and we judge
a man by the horse he has and how
judice.
But. this very day, while we wor he treats him, asserts a writer in
ship here, the most menacing peril the Montreal Herald. Some horses
since the Civil war threatens the are nearly human, some men are
pretty nearly horses. By ties of
great levee of the constitution of the sympathy we are bound to the
United States. Our fathers dis horse. In his drab working life,
trusted both mob rule and autocracy. the horse awaits and expects a word
There are. they know only two bul of appreciation now and then. In
warks for democracy; a constitution return he asks no questions. Like a
with a balance of powers; and public true friend, he loves you because
you are you—that is sufficient! He
opinion
And only the second, in
does not criticize you; he adjusts
orderly fashion, can safely modify himself to your moods and misun
the first. As Washington said in derstandings. He does not gossip
his farewell address, "Let nothing be or slander you. In the bright June
days as well as the bleak Decem
done by usurpation "
The balance of forces is an indis ber days of life he stands by
pensable principle of free govern you unchangeably.
m ent. As a matter of fact, it is
basal in the universe. The balance
of centrifugal and centripetal forces
holds the stars on their course; free
and glorious, but freedom under
Jaw. This is the balance our fathers
wrote into the constitution, when all
tC ontlnued on Page Five)
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FRIENDSHIP

A T PARK THEATRE WEDNESDAY

Mrs Adelia Jameson who is ill
with measles, is being cared for by
her sister. Miss Ruth Bradford.
Mr and Mrs. Paul Wotton of Lynn.
Mass., passed the weekend with their
parents here.
Mrs Phoebe Burns is visiting in
Portland.
Mr. and Mrs Herbert Miller of
Thomaston were callers Sunday on
Mr. Miller's sister. Mrs. Clayton
Oliver.
Mrs. Arthur Burns is recovering
from an attack of influenza.
Mrs Euda Morton and son. Albert,
of Portland are making a weeks visit
at their home here.
Mrs. Allison Wotton is gaining
from recent illness.
Mr. and Mrs Allle Russell spent
an evening recently with Mr. and
Mrs Clayton Oliver. Luncheon was
served by the hostess.
Tala Birell who shares the romance with W alter Pidgeon in Universal's
Mr and Mrs. Chamberlin Simmons
exciting drama. “She s Dangerous."—adv.
were in Waldoboro recently and there
called on Mrs. Simmons' sister who
is in ailing health.
Mrs John Mitchell who has been
guest of Mrs. Walter Simmons in
Thomaston, has returned home.
Mrs. Leona Rodamor who has been
ill with influenza, is gaining slowly.
Rev William Lewis and family are
recovering from influenza, although
Mrs. Lewis is yet confined to the
house.
Mr and Mrs. Scott Carter are re
covering from measles.
Nellie W. Brasier of Danvers. Mass,
spent the weekend with her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. A E Wotton.
George Carter who has been ill
with influenza and heart ailments, is
able to be out.
The Girl Scouts and parents were
entertained recently by the V F W.
Auxiliary. 25 attending. Refresh
ments added to enjoyment of the oc
casion.
Mrs Hattie M. Wotton is con
valescing from influenza
Junior Wellington of W arren is
guest of his grandmother. Mrs. Jane
Ann Sothern, Robert Young, Reginald Owen in “Dangerous Number."—adv.
Murphy.
Mrs Everett Thompson who nas
| fire wardens Capt. Ralph Pollard
WALDOBORO
been spending the winter in Port
for auditor.
land. has returned to her home at
Miss Anne Ashworth accompanied
At the Democratic caucus Ralph
the Cove.
her aunt Miss Margaret Ashworth of Miller was nominated for moderator;
Mr and Mrs. Rodney Brasier. Mrs
St Johnsbury. V t. on a trip to Ber Fred Burns. Fred Wmchenbach and
William
Tessen. Mrs. R H. Libby
muda last week.
Thomas Benner, selectmen; Ernest
Carroll T Cooney oi New York and Burns. Gardner Walter and Laforest and daughter Nancy were callers
i Sundas on Hattie M. Wotton.
this town passed the weekend at his Mank assessors; Percy E. Store?.
George Mitchell spent a few days
home here.
I town treasurer; Otto V. Hassnct,
|
in
Boston recently.
• • • •
town clerk; William H. Brooks Jr.,
Burnham & Morrill clam factory
Mrs. Jane A. Osier
'tax collector; Frances Achorn. memopened for business yesterday.
, Mrs. Jane A. (Eugley) Osier, 96. ber of school board; George W BtnMrs. Roy Carter has returned from
diefl Wednesday after a long illness ner. Fianklyn Pitcher and Andrew the State Street Hospital in Portland
that terminated in pneumonia. She Eugley. road commissioners: Charles much improved in health.
was the daughter of Mr and Mis Freeman. Oral Ludwig and Fred
Eugene Wotton of Randolph was
Jacob Eugley and the widow of Eli Boggs fire wardens; Annie Thomp- a recent visitor at the home of his
Osier
json for auditor. The annual town , brother. A E. Wotton.
Through her years of illness she i meeting will be held Monday. March
At the Pythian Sisters meeting
was tenderly cared for by her oldest 8
tonight officers and degree staff will
son. Stephen, who survives her. Also
wear white as two candidates will be
living are her daughters Mrs. Sarah north
ashington initiated Genie Simmons. Susan
C Simmons of Port Clyde. Mrs Elva
The first snow storm of the wihtar Wotton and Helen C Simmons are
Blackinton of Rockland and Mrs. brought six inches of mud. snow and on the entertainment committee.
Grace M. McCabe of Bath; one son siush. making the worst traveling of Refreshments will be served at the
Eli. of Auburn; and a grandson. the season on dirt roads.
close of the meeting.
Charles Morse of Waldoboro
Otis Jones recently sold a yoke of
Funeral services were held Friday oxen to E Boynton at the village.
NORTH_HAVEN
and the body was placed in the G“’
W A Palmer and Mr and Mrs. j
man Lutheran tomb
F W Cunningham were business‘ Mrs A B Wooster of Vinalhaven
• • ••
visitors Wednesday in Augusta
is guest of her danghter. Mrs. Ida
Edward Jones. 48. died last Tues W Dyer. Mrs Wooster who is 83 is
At The Waldo
The Waldo Theatre is again offer day at his home here. Funeral servi- i remarkably young-minded, can ening a program that includes the fin ces were conducted Thursday by Rev. jo<F a game of cards, makes rugs and
Mr Besant of Jefferson and burial quilts, and also knits. Of seven
est selections. Lovely Joan Blondell
was in Razorville. Mr. Jones is sur children, she has six living, seven
and Frank McHugh will be seen to
vived by his wife and two brothers. grandchildren and four great-grand
night in the popular film. "Three
Elwood and Weston of Sabattus
children all of whom are welcome
Men on a Horse" Bank Night, Wed
The four weeks-old son of Mr and \ visitors at her home which she keeps
nesday. Binnie Barnes and William
Mrs. Roy Turner died Thursday.
! herself during summers.
Gargan are starred in the fascinating
comedy. "Breezing Home.' Thurs
day and Friday the Marx Brothers
will make merry in the screen suc
cess, "Horse Feathers.
."Criminal Lawyer' ts scheduled for
Saturday afternoon and evening with
Lee Tracy and Margot Grahame con
tributing their finished acting to a
thrilling mystery picture Sunday
will be the date for the much antici
pated "Men Are Not Gods." In this
unusual picture Miriam Hopkins and
Gertrude Lawrence add new glories
to their screen triumphs.
• • ••

TH URSDAY

W

Preludes To Town Meeting

At the Republican caucus held in
the High School auditorium. Ralph
Miller was nominated for moderator;
Charles Rowe. Herbert Mank and
Chester Light selectmen; Maurice
Hilton. Fred Simmons' and Frank
Waltz, assessors; E. Ashley Walter,
J r . town treasurer; Edgar Hager
man, town clerk: William H Brooks,
J r . tax collector; John H Miller,
member of school board; Ira Walter.
William Wallace and Edward Reed,
road commissioners; Chester Benner.
Fred Boggs and Oral Ludwig, fire
wardens; Capt. Ralph Pollard for au 
ditor.
At the Citizens Caucus Ralph Mil
ler was nominated for mode-ator;
Herbert Mank. Chester Rowe and
Chester Light, selectmen; Gardner
Walter. Ernest Burns and Maurice
Hilton, assessors; E. Ashley Walter.
Jr., town treasurer; O. V. Hassner.
town clerk; William H Brooks, Jr.,
tax collector; John H Miller, mem
ber of school board; Carl Campbell.
E John Miller and Franklyn Pitcher,
road commissioners; Oral Ludwig.
Charles Freeman and Fred poggs,

UR cameraman had to get up early and stay around late to follow

Fred Astaire, versatile song-and-dance man, through a busy day.
O
Here are the highlights he snapped (1) up ami dressed bright and
early, (2) out for a flashy round of golf, (3) on the movie lot studying
hLs scenario, (4) on the air for his Tuesday night broadcast over the
NBC-Red network, and (6) stepping out in top hat, white tie and tails,

U. S. CHEM ISTS n o w
ARE W O R L D LEADERS

j

A T STR A ND W ED N ESD AY -TH U R SDA Y

j

Outstrip A ll N ation s in S yn 
th e tic P rod ucts.
New York.—The United States is
outstripping all nations in synthe
tic chemistry, it is declared in the
American Chemical society's annual
review of scientific progress.
"The huge tonnages of synthetic
products used in this country are
daily increasing and their variety
widening at a rate far greater than
can be equaled in any other country
of the world.” it is said.
"Frequent announcements from
abroad of new synthetic products
have continually caused a momen
tary stir in m en's minds. The an
nouncement, for example, that a
chocolate bar which looks like soap
but tastes like chocolate has been
synthesized in Germany from coaltar raw materials and actually m ar
keted appears at first to indicate
that our foreign brethren still lead
us in cleverness.
"However, when this and similar
announcements are checked and
their significance is evaluated, the
impression is largely nullified. Sim
ilar agitation has been caused from
time to time by reports of new
synthetic rubberlike m a t e r i a l s
There's plenty of action and laughs when Bulldog Brummund starts to
abroad, which often turn out to be
more interesting than important; in solve two murders, a kidnaping and an attem pt at murder, and to break up a
this field particularly the United counterfeit ring—all in eight hours—In "Bulldog Drummond Escapes," with
States, with at least two such syn Ray M illand and Heather Angel.—adv.
thetic m aterials in large scale com
mercial production, definitely leads
the world. More and more the real
advances of industry based on
scientific discovery in the United
States are becoming everyday ar
ticles of commerce which the man
in the street fails to recognize as
synthetic.”
2
3
1
to
4
5
8
7
The upturn in the chemical in
dustry during 1936 was so pro
9
IO
nounced that well qualified chem
ists have become scarce, according
11
13
to the review, which reports an ac
14
15
O
celerated demand for chemical
equipment, particularly abroad.
i7
Ito
16
19

L

Doctor’s W ife Collects
1,500 Odd D olls in Hobby
Minneapolis.—Mrs. Joseph King,
wife of Dr. King of the University
of Minnesota medical school, has a
strange hobby — that of collecting
dolls.
Since 1933, when Mrs. King first
took a fancy to odd dolls, she has
collected more than 1,500. part of
which are on exhibit in an audi
torium on the campus.
The dolls have been arranged in
lifelike poses by Mrs. King and then
photographed by Dr, King, giving
the latter a chance to exercise his
hobby of picture taking. Thus the
two hobbyists have worked together
in preparing "The Dolls' Family Al
bum." a book which Mrs. King has
written.
The collection ranges from a
three-foot papier mache doll of the
early Nineteenth century to a joint
ed China doll which can be set on
a postage stamp. The oldest mem
ber of the "fam ily” is a black
haired doll of the Renaissance pe
riod.
Rarest of the dolls is a 100-yearold likeness of the English actor,
Edmund Keene. It is elaborately
garbed in Elizabethan costume of
green and brown velvet.

Here M idnight Comes to
the T une of 360 Gongs
Beaver, P a.—No one needs to ask
the time in the fifteen-room house of
the Behnaman sisters, of Patterson
Heights. Thirty clocks, some of
them 200 years old, line the mantels
and the walls.
The sisters — Wilhelmina and
Marie Behnaman and Mrs'. Clara
B. Taylor—were willed the clocks
by their father, Wilhelm, who col
lected the timepieces over a period
of years after he arrived in the
United States in 1870.
The oldest clock is one of Italian
make, which was given to the fam
ily 50 years ago when it was 150
years old. The newest is an ornate
"parlor clock,” 25 years old.
The sisters regularly wind all the
clocks.
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H O R IZO N TA L
1-H ard knock
5-Cultivate
9-Stop
10-Surfaces
12- Conjunction
13- Capable of being
molded
14- Father
16-FIavor
18-Magistrate of
ancient Rome (pi.)
20- Wise
21- Sorrowful
23- Afternoon parties
24- Accumulate
26- The core
27- ln that place
28- Comic
31-W ants
35- Feminine suffix (F r.)
36- A grain
38- Surface
39- To tape again
41-M ake smaller

34

w
49

H O R IZO N TA L (Cont.)
V E R TIC A L (Cont.)
43- Near (abbr.)
12-Mountain in Thes
44- Reconstrueted
saly (Gr. M yth.)
45- Prefix. From
15-Assistant (abbr.)
46- Cubic unit of metric 17—In resistance to
measure
319-Commanders
48-Courses of food
22-Mimicry
50- Verbal
25- Pig-pen
51- Gain
26- A fowl
(
28- A woods-plant
29Employers
VERTICAL
30- Closer
|32-Church festival
1- Exist
33- Acts
2- Passes as time
34- Lucid
3- Capital of Norway j36-To resist authority
4- Alienates the
37-To strike out, as a
affections of
vowel
5- Predestined
40-Christian quarter of
6- Dry
Constantinople
7- Relate
42-Pen-name of Charles
8 - Mother
Lamb
9- Choice part of
47-Preposition
anything
49-A weight measure
11-Javelin
(abbr.)

Tales of S ea Serpents
P lagued Indians, Too
Cascade, Mich.—Sea serpent tales
weren’t always the invention of pub
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Osier and
licity men for resort sections. In
dians were telling them centuries children visited Sunday with Mrs 1
ago.
Osier's parents. Mr. and Mrs. W. L .'
According to the Indians, a | Hilton of Broad Cove.
ERE is an idea that comes di
"Great Snake,” called an evil spirit
rectly from one of the most
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
Shuman|
famous kitchens in New York; Use
by some, inhabited a small deep
lake in Section 14 of Cascade town and Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Shuman were ’ % canned Hawaiian pineapple juice
water whenever you baste
ship. Their belief was so strong recent guests of Mrs. Fred Hansen j and
meat. This gives it a new and dif
that they never set a canoe on the in Camden.
ferent keenness of flavor. Try it
lake and refused to eat fish taken
roast m eat
Mrs. Chester Carter who has been, the next time • you
from it.
« •
a patient at the Memorial Hospital, j
Everyone who revels in an eve
returned home Saturday.
ning in the kitchen spent in candy
making
will want this recipe for
Mrs. Roscoe Collamore spent Wed-i
Calls B ridge More
Brazil nut fudge to add to her file
nesday with Mrs. French in West j of special candy recipes. Cut 2
V ital Than Studies
Waldoboro.
ounces of chocolate into five or six
London.—Sir James Hopwood
Mrs.
L.
W
Osier
and
Mrs.
W.
L.
j pieces and put with % cup cold
Jeans, the famous scientist, sug
water into a heavy saucepan. Stir
Hilton were Rockland visitors T hurs-. over a low fire until the chocolate
gests that university students
is melted. Stir in 2 cups granulated
day.
might better improve their minds
sugar and add % cup milk. Stir
by playing bridge than by attend
Chester Poland and sister of ’.oud- ! over the fire until the sugar is dising lectures.
ville passed Sunday with Mrs Al-1 solved. Boil over a medium flame
"Bridge,” he said at a recent
until the thermometer reads 228“ F.
phonso Willey.
luncheon, "teaches you to make
or until a soft ball will form when
Mrs.
Thomas
Carter
was
a
visitor
rapid decisions, to plan a course
a little of the candy is dropped into
Wednesday at the home of Mrs. cold water. Place pan in cold water
of action, to estimate odds. It
and cool to 110’ F. or until luke
teaches qualities such as courtesy
Myrtie Collamore in Waldoboro.
warm. Add 1 cup ground Brazil
and tact, in which a man who
Mr. and Mrs Astor Willey made a nuts and stir until mixture begins
has concentrated too much on
visit Thursday in Rockland.
to thicken and loses its shine. Pour
mathematics and physics may be
Granville Brow of Friendship visi into a wet pan upon which 1 cup of
deficient.”
cut Brazil nuts have been sprinkled.
ted Sunday in this community.
1 Cool and cut into squares.
Oren McLain and family who have
been occupying the L. W. Osier house fj"
VINALHAVEN * ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
during the winter, have returned to!
Telephone 402
Rockland, Me.
WE BUY
Read Down
Read Up their home on Long Island.
A. M.
P. M.
Mrs. Edith Eugley of Dutch Neck
5.30 Lv SWAN’S ISLAND ........... Ar 6.00
6.30 Lv STONINGTON
................ Lv 4.40 recently spent a day with her daugh
7.30 Lv NORTH HAVEN ............ Lv 3.30 ter, Mrs. Annie Genthner.
CLARENCE E. DANIELS
•
8.15 Lv VINALHAVEN ............... Lv 2.45
JE W E LER
A crew of men harvested ice lapt,
19.30 Ar ROCKLAND ................... Lv 1.30
370 M A IN ST.,
K IR K L A N D
S u b je c t t o c h a n g e w ith o u t n o tlr e
week
for
L.
W.
Osier.
*
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SKIPPERS ON DIET

'GOD SENT US'MEN'
W hen Y o u W an t

Page Five
PORT CLYDE

D e lic io u s a n d

C o n v e n ie n t

Perhaps T h at’s How They Katherine Anderson. Ernest Wilson
and Leonia Teel are ill with measles.
Beat the Scallop Eating Mrs, Emma Hupper and grand
to A l k a l i z e
the world mocked and said it could
daughter Beatrice spent Thursday
Ganders
never be done. Three separate de
S to m a c h Fast
with Mrs. Hupper's daughter Mrs.
partments. which should cooperate
He who eats and runs away
Mildred Watts in Tenant's Harbor.
May live to bowl some other day
with one another, but never coerce;
Paraphrasing the old couplet in the
Alfred Morris who recently undei’
Points of Personal Interest T o Every Motorist
and oldest and best, most matured .
..
went an operation at Knox Hosphsl
above
manner
the
Skippers
bv
ab,
, ,
wisdom, in a supreme court, dispas
has returned home.
By a National M otoring Authority
staining
a
trifle
a
t
the
supper
table
Mrs
Emma
Kupper called Thurs.
sionate. incorruptible, above all
storms of party strife; the balance were able to swamp the champion day on Mrs. Horace Benner
Frederick C. Russell
wheel of the nation's judgment to (eating) team of Goose. Ganders. I Mrs. Herbert Murray and Mrs.
hold every change till it could be
You can always be sure of one t the oil filter cartridge when it had
et al. and thereby upset the oft re- Andrew Breen were in Rockland re
"bounded, north, south, east and
thing, when drivers hold out ihelr filled up with dirt from the oil. On
peated statement of the Goose th a t cenll>' callecl hy serious Illness of
west." This is the very key stone of
their sister Mrs. Lewis Young
hand they are going to turn r.ght. ( and on he went until one winter day
the arch of liberty. Take it out, and no one can trim him on the alleys
turn left or stop.
the bottom of the cartridge rotted. ■
Mrs. Sarah Simmons was recently more during an illness of pneumonia the home of Mrs. Harriei Quinn to
the whole structure will fall. The after a bout at the table.
allowed all oil to leak out and encalled to Waldoboro by the death of has returned home,
wish Erland Quinn a happy birthday.
W ater In The Oil
About 6:30 the gang sat down to a her mother Mrs. Jane Osier.
j couraged the engine to seize. This all i Try This Am azing Fast Way constitution and all it stands for. is
| Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Benner and Games were play'd m.c refreshments
Mysterious loss of water from the happened rather suddenly and with- j
gone. The balance of forces is des- scaiiop stew jn the home of PostmasMaynard Thompson who works in Mrs Julia Wincapaw of Friendship s< rved.
—The “ P hillips” Way
ccoling system is trouble enough cut any suggestion of a warning. It
troyed There is only one force left, ter Drew and by 7:30 the struggle Camden spent the weekend at home called Friday on Mr Benner's parMiss Adria Brace and .dis:
Millions Are Adopting
the will of the executive. We have was still going on. but the scallop
without making the mistake of as caused sudden braking on the rear I
Mrs. Clara Morse passed Wednes- ' ents. Mr. and Mrs. Sherman Benner, have been on the island dui.ng vaca
suming that because the level of th-' wheels, through the propeller shaft, ■ On every side today people are being no longer cooperative, but co-ercive stew fina)ly won against all odds It
day with Mrs. Ulysses Davis.
| Mr. and Mrs. Allle Cushman and tion.
lubricant in the crankcase remains and sent
car lnM a ver C0StIy , urged to alkalize their stomach. And government, and the road is wide simply could not all be downed Not
Theodore
Davis
of
Rockland
called
two children of Friendship recently
____ . i _____________ ____________*■
I
h
i
is
p
n
s
p
n
t
a
r
i
d
i
n
r
l
u
m
v
.
I thus case symptoms of "acid indiges open, the levees of our liberty are
the same there is no leakage of water skid.
, visited Mr and Mrs. Charles MunWell, at least the antinoise ordi
tion,” nausea and stomach upsets. broken, for fascism, communism or all at one time, anyway. Whether or Friday at the Leah Davis home.
into the oil. Owners forget that when
not the feed had anything to do with
To gain quick alkalization, just do 1
Mrs. Sidney Davis and Miss Lillian roe.
nance quieted the City Council—on
Shimmy Cure In Tires
what
not
to
sweep
in
like
a
flood.
the engine operates any water in the
it the Skippers seemed to be in fine Brown were Rockland visitors T hues-! Mrs. Calvin Simmons was a visitor th a t subject. —Charleston Daily Mail
this: Take two teaspoons of PH IL
New tires are an effective remedy I LIPS’ MILK OF MAGNESIA 30 Make no mistake about it. This is fettle and proceeded to "lap up ' the
oil is likely to be evaporated. There
day.
j Friday- at the home of Mrs Leah
can be a bad leak in the cylinder head for much front wheel shimmy, but a minutes after eating. OR — take two - the issue. God gave us eyes to see it, poor undernourished Ganders in
Virgil
Morse
went
Friday
to
MontDavis
Phillips’
Milk
of
Magnesia
Tablets.
I
as Lincoln would have seen It, as
“Sw eeten it w ith Domino'
gasket without this being suggested surprisingly large number of m otor
Relief comes almost at once — Washington warned against it. Modi- approved style.
ville for a few days’ visit with his '
ists
completely
overlook
this
fact.
If
by a test of the oil. Sometimes the
The Don Amaizo Poole seemed to mother.
usually in a few minutes. Nausea,
pure cane dean-full weight
ln exlra fine form and slashed out
water will leak only when the engine the front wheels won't behave, try “gas” — fullness after eating and fy the supreme court as the president
EA G LE
Mrs Katie Meservey spent Thurs- I
Refined in U.S.A.
proposes,
and
we
not
only
lose
the
a
133
right
off
the
bat
lhat
seempd
“acid
indigestion”
pains
leave.
You
is running. Water which leaks in the simple test of running your bare
I O lb
counsels of accumulated experience., t0 sweep lhe Oanders off lhelr feet day with Mrs. Julia Fields
this manner will turn into steam and hands over the center of the treads feel like a new person.
Sib?
Try this way. Get cither the liquid but six gallant old men can be stood , and ,eave them a trifle stunned and
Miss Lois Thompson is ill with ' Miss Edith Farnsworth has re
be shot out the exhaust. After driv- ; of the front tires. You may be sur- ; “Phillips” or th e remarkable, new
| turned from vacationing at Bar Haring up a few hills much of the water [ prised to |find that the treads are ex- | Phillips' Milk of Magnesia Tablets. against a wall and "liquidated.” So wondering what it was all about. measles.
Mrs Mary Barton is improving !bor. School will open March 1.
can
you.
if
the
president
with
the
T1)ls
that gets into the oil will burn off
tremely bumpy. This ts due largely Each one equals a teaspoon of the
IThis is the biggest string bowled in
^ e Sugar
Mr. and Mrs Earl Brown have
to uneven wear through underinfla- i liquid. Only 25 f a box at all drug army and navy so wills. Who can the winter's competition and will slowly.
F itk lr In Starting
stores.
been
visiting
at
Sunset.
Mrs.
Madeline
Pease
who
has
been
|
C
r
a
n
u
,
a
f
,
tell
what
president
might
so
will?
tion. It is also due to high speed. I
Granulated,
boost the Don's average a few points.
A group of friends met recently at
Contrary to popular belief, length of j nQt tQ ,mentl0n a number of 0(hej. de. , ALSO IN TABLET FORM:
caring for Mrs Lotta Smalley of ElDo not open the levee!
The Ganders were minus the ser
tin y tablet
parking, after the engine U thorough- <tai]ed factors NaturaUy when the ' Each
litBeeaulv.,M
)l
vices and advice of their gallant
ia the equivalent
ly chilled, 'has little if any effect on t;re gets rolling fasl its Wheej sels up ,,i . tmpouocaptain Grimes, but he came in late
For
mark
you.
the
second
bulwark
th? tailing process. I saw this Ulus- I a„ huninino
which results
rMll1tc in
tn KiiuJ.^MUk
bumping apfJnn
action which
is public opinion. But public opinion to see how the boys were doin' and
trated the other morning after a balky shimmy that may spread to the en  of Magnesia,
rests upon the character and intelli- hold a post mortem. Everybody is
engine had stood all night in the tire car.
gence of citizenry. In which eyes 8pning
"het' up iver the proscold. At 10 o’clock the evening be
that see do not grow dim. ears that Pect °I seeing some of the bowlers
Fluid
Will
Spoil
Lining
fore all efforts to start it failed miser
M IL K O F
hear, hearken, and hearts of the rash from the mainland in action and are
Hydraulic brake fluid is harmful to
ably. The battery started to ftth
M A G N E S IA
understand. But our citizenry, and Pu"*ng I°r the matches to go
brake
lining,
so
if
there
has
been
a
down; we gave it up as a bad job.
consequently our public opinion, has through.
Returning to the car the next morn- leak in one of the brake cylinders, and
deliberately and fearfully degenera-: Following Is the score of the battle
EAST
BOOTHBAY
ing our expectations were that a tow- this fluid has reached the lining, th?
ted within the past few years. We °T the bivalves as played in the stew
ing job was in order. Imagine our latter should be replaced. Chemical
The Junior Guild sponsored a sup begin to see the meaning and trend, howl;
surprise when the engine started the analysis shows that brake lining will per recently ‘n the Methodis* vestry
now. Get a man drunk, and his
Ganders
second time we tried.
^disintegrate if soaked In brake fluid.
T'.c Junior Bridge Club a&i-mblcd opinion is worth little His acts wilf Goose
87 98 96 281
............. .
.
Lining that has been exposed to such Friday night at the home of Mrs
Rising Above The squeaks
„ . . ,,, .
.
be those of a fool. Our nation has Sanborn .........
80 83 105 2C8
' fluid will become, temporarily at
I am indebted to a very observing lea£t t00 £Oft and thus hkely tQ p a b Everett Barlow.
become
pitifully
and
horribly Bucky Warren
95 77 80 252
Miss Estelle Dodge of Massachu drunken since the repeal of the 18th
pa? enger for giving me an opporT h u explainA why sQ often a car
80 245
Winslow .......
81
iV 1
setts Is at the home of her mother. amendment. We have only to look Littlefield ........
tunity to explain a point which may
80
87 248
• | with fluid brakes will pull to one side
•V ,
Mrs. Ida Dodge.
be helpful to owners who worry
at the accident records and insurance
MARCH 1 - 6
or the other in stopping, even though
Mrs Norman Hodgdon. Jr. of tables—and anything you can see on
themselves into a constant state of the theory of hydraulics is th at the
423 423 448 1294 |
dissatisfaction with their cars. My brakes would always be perfectly Boothbay Harbor has been visiting any day anywhere Even our women
Skippers
j her mother Mrs. Joseph Luke.
friend was quick to hear a p-rsisteni equalized.
crowd the bars with men. You can Poole
133 92 96 321
SILVER SLXE—FANCY, WHOLE SECTIONS
Mr . and Mrs . Albert Barlow of easily turn a befuddled citizenry into
squeak in my car. expressing surprise
77 TO 94 250
' j Drew
O NO S 2 3 c
May
Handicap
Start
Oakland
are
guests
cf
his
parents
G R A P E F R U IT . . . .
a
mob.
and
a
mob
can
be
led
any|
Barnpy
that I did net worry over it “It's
X CANS
98 83 95 273
F R U IT
On cars which crank by depressing Mr and Mrs Harvey Barlow,
just one of those things." I told him.
where, even to fascism and mob g^jp
81 98 106 285
J U IC E S
NATION-WIDE
"Can t seem to find a permanent the accelerator or clutch pedals it is i Miss Lois .Chadbourne spent last government. And this is only one let- jja]1
88 86 TO 253
C O F EE
O
LB
down We have lost our moral back- ,
cure, and my friends along servlc? especially impertant to see that the weekend and holiday at her home in
C O F F E E BLUE BAG . . . .
X 1
BAGS 3 9 c
CEREALS
j bone and have been boozed and
row have not* been able to help m» battery is kept fully charged at all
Sanford.
477 438 470 1385
PANCAKE
KELLOGG'S
So 1 try to forge" l‘. Can t allow a times and that current is conserved Paul Luke was a visitor at Rumford I boondoggled out of character and
FLO U R .
intelligence to a perilous degree. It
few noises to spoil my motoring."
during the cranking process. In the last weekend.
2 PKGS 2 1 c
R IC E K R IS P IE S
.
.
.
S Y R U P
There was a time when every noise I more conventional starting system it ' Miss Florence Estabrook of Mas- is time to re-assert democracy and '
VINALHAVEN
gave me no end of annoyance. A is possibe to keep the ignition sachusetts passed the holiday week- I clean up. "that this nation, under
Vi LB
COCOM ALT
. . . .
■ CAN 2 3 c
slightly loose tappet could spoil a switched off during the first stages ent with Mr. and Mrs. Charles Chap- God. may have a new birth of free- ■ The Lions Club will hold Ladiesdom. and that government of the Night Thursday at Odd Fellows' hall.
whole days recreation with the car. of turning over the stiffened engine, man.
KNl-CESl—PURE
Later when I began to try helping thereby preventing a feeble spark j Mr. and Mrs. E W Osgood of people, by the people and for the Supper will be served by the Re
RASPBERRY, STRAWBERRY
1 l
motorists with their problems I dis from trying to ignite the highly Popham Beach visited their daugh- people may not perish from the ' bekahs.
rK tO tK V tO
FIG. CHERRY
JAF
1 Andrew Wigand returned Sa'urday
covered that some of the very incon inefficient mixture which is drawn into | ters Mrs. Robert Barlow and Mrs earth."
sequential things about cars' behavior the cylinders at the outset. Since Francis Luke and families for a short
from New York.
were not only standing in the way this splitting of ignition and starting time Friday.
Union Church Circle will meet
We of Presbyterian ancestry have
of enjoyment of motoring but were currents is not (possible with many of \ Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Dodge Jr. and
a great stake in this issue. This is Thursday w-ith supper at the usual
blinding owners to many of the more the newer cars the driver should aim family spent last weekend with her not the first time we have, been time.
serious things that were going wrong to keep the battery level up. switch parents Mr. and Mrs Alonzo ConSANTA CRUZ—FANCY
called upon to tell "the vile person
Marshall Coombs and son Wallace,
with their cars. So I began to place off the lights during cranking, have , nors
NO 2’ i 2 1 <
he can not be "called liberal," and (returned Saturday from Rockland,
S L IC E D P E A C H E S .
.
.
CAN
less importance on these trivial mat- light oil In the engine and generally
Randall H arrington of New Jersey
"the churl bountiful." We have: Ladies 0{ the G .AR. meet Friday
ters. giving mere serious consideration aim toward maximum efficiency all was recent guest of his sisters Mrs taken kings from their thrones and ,
SPLINDID—FLA I OR ROUND POD, FANCY
will partake of supper Each
to things that concern economy an.! round.
'Richard Lewis and Mrs. Mahlon governors from their seats. We had
O
2
S T R IN G L E S S B E A N S
.
member is requested to take one di.-h
X NO
CANS 2 5 c
safety. It has made a great differ
Adams.
a tremendous share in the framing or more to replenish the cupboards.
Queries Asked By Owners
ence in the actual enjoyment to be
The Star Club will hold a dance of the constitution. The principles
BLUE MILL
Q Will you please give me details
derived from the car. Im still boss
Arthur Pcais returned Friday
Friday in the C U. hall.
John Calvin and John Knox forged
2 CANS 1 0 c
K IP P E R E D S N A C K S
of my car. It isn't going to get the |
The infant child of Mr. and MrS. across the sea, were written into the from Rockland.
car. make and model and serial num 
jp p er hand with the aid of a mere
Lafayette Carver Corps meets to 
ber of which is given at the bottom Lawrence Dodge is recovering from basal law of this new land. Change
LIGHI MEA1
squak or rattle.
the terminology of the constitution day.
Jof this letter? My service man wants pneumonia
N O Vi
T U N A F I S H .............................
CAN 1 7 c
Mechanic Joe Speaking:
Mrs. John Farnham of Boothbaj to ecclesiastical equivalents, and you
The Jolly Six are guests today of
1to re-check the alignment, and we do
Harbor spent Wednesday afternoon have "the Presbyterian system;" not Mrs. Henry Newbert at a sauer
"Nothing better illustrates the need not as yet have the details. L*. M.
PEA - YELLOW EYE - RED KIDNEY
for specialized service than the mod
A. After serial No. 7101836 camber ,with her mother. Mrs Joseph Luke. mob rule; not autocracy, but bal kraut dinner.
,A L L
B AND M ?avkT d B E A N S
.
. O
X CANS 3 1 c
degree, toe in 3-16 inch. ' Mrs. Kenneth Dodge visited T hurs ance. liberty under law; co-opera
ern water pump which differs widely should bq
Calvin Vinal has returned from a
for different makes of cars. The pump caster
to % degrees and king pn day w-ith her mother Mrs Ida Dodge. tion. not co-ercion. It is time for two weeks' vacation ill Boston and
The Junior Bridge Club recently- those who would wreck the consti resumed his duties as purser o.i
on one popular car is the packless, inclination 5‘v degrees.
type and requires no lubrication. An
Q The caster of the front axle of met with Miss Phyllis McKown. Mrs tution to hear in no uncertain terms Steamer North Haven.
other car's pump requires service my car has been altered by using Robert Barlow holding highest hon from the source from which it came
Mr. and Mrs. Ambiose Peterson re 
Let the public opinion of Christian
packings to be added to the produc special shims, but this new caster ors in contract.
turned Monday from a trip to Boston
people
arise
and
protect
the
key
tion packing, and special oilers are angle dees not stay constant because
NATION-WIDE
stone of the arch. T hat key-stone and New York.
1 LB
used for lubricating the shaft. On a the shims cut into the rubber cushions.
B A K IN G P O W D E R
.
Miss
Nathalie
Smith
went
Wednes
CAN 1 7 c
was wrought and shaped on the al
third pump four packing rings should Is there anything I can do to correct
tars of prayer of every household ol day to Hallowell.
be used.
this situation? G. B. B.
NATION-WIDE—PURE
William Lincoln and Mrs. Hannah
faith in the land: And why? Be
"It just goes to show hew risky it
A. There are now special improved
BOTTLE 1 9 c
Anderson,
have
returned
from
V A N I L L A or L E M O N
cause religious liberty was what our
is to attempt pump service with ideas shims which will not cut into the
B A K IN G
Florida While there they made a
fathers
came
here
primarily
to
find,
that were all right for last year's car.” j rubber. A countersunk area in the
POW OER
HERSHEyS
to build, to perpetuate. (Do you know tour of the State.
center of each shim allows the bolt
Vi LB
E X T R A C T /,
This Will Stop Stalling
23c
Fox Lslanders 4-H Club met recent2 PKGS
MADE IN PORTLAND, ME.
CHOCOLATE
.
.
.
what,
humanly
speaking,
protects
head to fit itself in and thus prevent
S H O R T E N IN G
Isil
For one of those persistent cares
your
pastor
in
his
pulpit,
and
you
ly
of
fhe
home
of
Miss
Dorothy
Conmovement of the shim.
CHO CO LATE
of stalling—where the element o f 1
1MREE CROW
in
your
worship;
what
protects
our
w
'ay.
Miss
Nellie
Hall
assistant
leadc”
Q Ever since having a heater in
V A N IL L A
PEPPER - CINNAMON
danger always enters—suggest to your
Christian friends of every household [ demonstrated the making of bound
19c
2
S P IC E S GINGER - CLOVES
stalled in my car there has been a
S P IC E S
service man that he consider the posall
over
the
land
in
their
right
to
'
button
holes.
Game*
were
played,
sharp and annoying clicking noise
FLO UR
s.bilities in checking over the gaskets
1 LB
worship God as their conscience prizes going to Bessie Clayter and
63c
under the cowl. It isn't the heater I
SPRY
CAN 2 3 <
at either side of the carburetor
directs?
The
constitution
of
the
Olive
Amiro.
RefreshmenM
were
fan because I hear the noise even
spacer. If these are worn, naturally
United States, and nothing else. If served and the committee in charge
when the heater isn't in operation. |
the screws will become loose Air
you
doubt it, look at Germany, and of the meeting was Elizabeth Hopkins
~-y
Have you any idea what this could !
enters and leans out the mixture. A
and Dorothy Conway—Club Reporter.
Russia, and Spain, and Italy.)
-S t t t t s / t h i e ■
be? G. G. S.
B U T T E R
simple |remedy indeed for a type o.
Corinne
Greenleaf.
CRACKEKS
A. Evidently the speedometer cable
stalling that often is baffling.
to
j
Mrs.
Oscar
Lane
returned
Friday
The President once referred
was moved so as to be kinked. Try j
THE
RFALLY
D
IF
fE
R
C
N
r
Danger In Leakage
himself as a quarter-back, but it is from Rockland where she was guest
straightening the cable as much as
______________ APPETIZER CRACKERS
doubtful if he was thinking about an of her cousin. Miss Margaret Sim ■
Neglecting efficiency units of th e ! possible. If this doesn't solve your
HEALTHFUL
mens.
All-American team.
engine may seem to be far removed problem, then have your service man j
C O O K IE S
Sell. Doughty the Second, Capt
from safety, but there's one motorist ' grind off about 1-32 inch from the
Doughty of Portland arrived Sunday.
FIDELITY AND DEPOSIT COMPANY
who now has a different idea about j end of the cable where it connects !
OF MARYLAND
Mrs. William Williams, accomnanthe situation. I refer to the chap who , with the speedometer drive head. A
SOAPS
Baltimore, Md.
NATION-WIDE
ied by Mrs Fred Coombs went Thursthought it wasn't important.to replace cable that is just a little too long Is |
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1936
CLEANERS
G R A N U L E S wuhhpkg° free ■ ■ LGE PKG
Real Estate .......................... $2,357,300 00 d ay to Boston
apt to be noisy. Changing the posi- [
S O A P - / V
95.000 2°?: Mrs. Rebecca Arey, who spent th;
Mortgage Loans
tion of the cable might easily aggra
Stocks and Bonds ............. 16,400,362
FLAKES
.719.837 97 I winter in Thomaston returned home
Cash in Office and Bank
vate this situation.
W E L C O M E LA U N D R ?SO A P
.
3 bars
A N D UP
B L E A C H **

YOU

AND

YOUR

(Continued from Page Pour)

"SALAM

CAR

TEA-BAGS

...

Remind

v ia t '° n -W id e

P h il l ip s *

OF

“

^fAST

■

Atlantic
RANGES

M A R T IN I

2 pk&s25c

) CEREAL FM/T

The Morning AfterTaking
C arters Little Liver Pills

ROCKLAND PRODUCE CO.
Vour Old Range Taken m
NOTICE OF HEARING
F xvia M .*.*.
(CORRECTED)
A tlanta Ranges are available in
By order of Hon. Charles J. Dunn,
Black and A ll Enamrl Finishes
Chief Justice, S. J. Court, a hearing will
be held at the Knox County Court
House. Rockland. Me , on Tuesday, I
EASY T E R M S AS D ESIRED
March 9. 1937. at two o'clock In the
afternoon, at which time all creditors
and other interested parties may appear
S T O N IN G T O N
and be heard with reference to petition
of Receiver, dated February 17. asking
F U R N IT U R E CO.
for decree of liquidation of assets of
the Corporation
T E L . 9s«
EDWIN R EDWARDS.
818-325 M A IN Sx., R O C K LA N D
Receiver.
February 25. 1937
4 7 -tl

24-26

Agents’ Balances .............
Interest and Rents .........
All other Assets

r.ovi.saa j ve,.ijov
49.238 68 r 1loay57.694 28

W ATER.

Gross Assets ................... $22,250 868 97
Deduct Items not adm itted
410 170 70!

ARE YOU ALL NERVES?

Admitted .......................... $21,840,608
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1936
Net Unpaid Losses ........... $5,980 359
Unearned Premiums .......... 6.382 263
All other Liabilities .......... 1,936.946
Cash Capital ....................... 2.400.000
Surplus over allLiabilities 5.141,130

RS. L illia n P ia tt
of 113 S. Jay St.,
Rome. N . Y ., s a id :
“ Some days I w o u ld
be so tired and w o rn out that I could h a r d 
ly drag myself about
the house. D r. P ierce’s
Favorite f Prescription
was recommended to
me as a tonic. T h ia medicine Ju«t seemed
to help me in every way. M y appetite im proved,
then
I
gained in weight
and
atrength and was not nearly so nervoua.”
*scw aize, ta b le t* 50c., liquid $1 and $1.35.

27
33
36
23
00
35

Total Liabilities and Sur
plus .................................... $21,840,698 27
D H GLIDDEN Agency,'
Vinalhaven, Me
26-T-32

M

2 ') » 2 3 X

SPLINDID

BLEACH
OLD

W ATER

DUTCH

.

.

CLEANSER

N A t lO H - W i P l SERVICE
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THOMASTON

In E verybody’s Colum n

BIG DEFICIT SHOWN
FOR PANAMA CANAL

N O T IC E !

Advertisements in this column not to

;

W ANTED

George B Newcombe and daugh
ixceed three lines Inserted once tor 25
cent,, three times for 50 cents. Addi
ters Misses Helen Newcombe and
tional lines five cents each for one time
MAID for general housework wanted.
10 cents for three times. Six words MRS
Elisabeth Newcombe, who were called
CHARLES SHELDON. 56 Masonic.
make a line.
St..
Tel. 823._____________________ 25-27
here by the death of William G.
! ( . * • • * . * .* « * * * * ( (
Revision
of
Toll
System
Is
»
♦
MAN wanted in this locality to act
Washburn, went yesterday to Wash
♦ as direct representative for reliable
ington. D. C.
Seen Necessary.
Nursery firm. All fruit trees, roses, etc.,
4 completely guaranteed. Investment or
The town books close March 15. All unpaid
Miss Sarah C. Linnell. who spent
experience unnecessary.
Pay weeklv
Washington, D. C.—Citing a defi
DARK brown pigskin glove lost in CONNECTICUT VALLEY NURSERIES
the past week in New York city while
taxes will appear as delinquent in the town re
cit of $947,254 in the operation of
23*T26
Community Building Tel. 789-R 26*28 Manchester. Conn„
on business, returned home Friday.
the Panama canal for the fiscal
WHITE gold chain lost; had coast
PATIENTS wanted at Rest Haven. 105
port, and Liens will be claimed on all property
guard emblem on It Please return to Limerock St.. Tel 1293. EVA AMES
year of 1936, the annual report of
Mrs. William Belasco and daugh
NORMA RAMSDELL. 13 State St 26*28
25*27
the secretary of war admits that
ter. Miss Phyllis Belasco. who passed
' SATURDAY night a bag containing
the
present
system
of
collecting
on
which
the
1936
tax
has
not
been
paid.
DRESS making wanted, remodeling,
several days with Mr. and Mrs. How
merchandise worth perhaps $8 was
tolls permits inequalities, manipula
placed in a car in front of the First alterations, childrens work MRS ANNA
ard Bachelder in Weymouth, and
tions and endless reductions in
National Bank by mistake
It Is a M SAVILLE. 15 Ocean St.. City 24*26
also visited in Lynn, Mass., returned
USED hogsheads, barrels, kegs, for sale
poor girl, and worthy who lost the bag
MAURICE E. LINDSEY,
charges, resulting in losses to the
Finder please notify The Courier-Ga Olive casks 150 gallons. Salmon casks 100
home Saturday.
United States and unfair advantages
zette and she will call.___________ 26*28 gallons. Mackerel and herring barrels
Collector of Taxes.
to shipping interests.
Mr. and Mrs. Errol Buker and son,
“"NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss , and kegs. Heads dropped Inside if
Already to forward. Also In the
The report of Secretary Harry H.
of deposit book numbered 1593 and the | desired
Leon, and Miss LaVonne Sawyer, re
Market to buy drums. HENRY A.
owner of said book asks for duplicate In . THORNDIKE.
24-21
Woodring makes no recommenda
Newport. R. I.
15-40
turned to Brunswick Sunday after
accordance with the provision of t h e 1
tion that congress increase the toll
State Law KNOX COUNTY TRUST CO .
HUNTLEY'S Maternity Home, 307
being guests of relatives in town the 1
charges to a point where they will
Rockland Branch_______________ 20-T-26 Limerock street is now open for cases.
past week. They were accompanied
at least pay the interest charges on
THREE keys on ring found on fish R N in attendance; prices reasonable
WARREN
CAMDEN
25-27
| counter at Perry's Main Street Market, j Tel. 925-R.
by Miss Ruth Larry, of Pittsfield
the capital investment of 5464 mil
' Owner may have same by paying for
HOUSE wanted to rent by two adults;
lion
dollars
and
eliminate
the
unfair
who visited Mr. and Mrs. Truman I Miss Margaret Rossiter, daughter
Committees appointed for the statthis advertisement at The Courier-Ga for year round; furnace heat; near
26*28
zette office.
26-28 water. Tel. 42-J.
Sawyer for a week.
' of Capt and Mrs Eimer Rossiter, is ed meeting of Ivy Chapter, O.EB. discrimination against producers of
the central states in favor of those
Miss Lena Shorey. who has been a patient at Knox Hospital for a Friday, include: Refreshment. Mrs [
of the Pacific coast and eastern
spending a week's vacation with her mastoid abscess.
Bernys Jameson. J O. Jameson. Miss ' seaboard. However, he does recom
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. ! Tjnson Thomas, a member of the ' E' eb'n Sawyer. W. H. Robinson Miss mend legislation to correct the pres
Shorey. returned Sunday to P ortland.! faculty of the Higgins Classical Insti- I Hilda Aspey. Mrs Lina Smith: enter- ent system of measurement of ves
Mrs. W. E. Marshall of Altoona.' tute at Charleston, has been guest of tainment. Mrs. Avis Norwood. Mrs. sels, which, he declares, has “no
justification in equity among the
Penn., is guest of her mother. Mrs. his parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. e Alzada Simmons. Mrs. Esther S tar several types of ships and may be
red.
Mrs.
Emma
Norwood
and
Mrs.
Annie Graffius. and Warden and Thomas. Washington street.
considered as a form of subsidy to
Serious ailments often follow
Mrs Edward P Johnson for two
certain types which are able to
Mr. and Mrs. Alphonso Prince Mar§aret Sawyer.
weeks.
neqlect of the feet.. It is so easy
I The High School will close Friday ! take advantage of the system.”
motored Monday to Boston.
to renew your vigor for all sorts
Leslie Clark of Portland spent
“Subsidizes” East and West.
Miss Minnie Tibbetts has returned for a vacation of one week,
Sunday with his mother. Mrs. Clif to her home in East Braintree. Mass* -The Rag Doll" a royalty one-act j
Manufacturers and other shippers
of tasks and social pleasures
H o w long uould you last
ford A. Clark and grandmother, Mrs. after a visit with her brother. Frank play to be presented Wednesday at of the Middle West have long main
tained that the Panama canal toll
i j you lost y o u r jo b ?
Helen Watts. He was accompanied M. Tibbetts.
Town hall, at 7.30 contains as cast:
charges are so low that the effect
POLLY PRESTONS
by Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Kalloch. also
Mr. and Mrs. John Stahl and Miss Janet Wade, a young widow; j
is to subsidize shippers of the East
of Portland, who were guests of his daughter. Jeanette, have returned Avard Robinson, a young lawyer; 1 and West It is cheaper, for ex
If something should hold hack
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. from an extended visit in Nea York ^ iss Helen Thompson, a waif, and ample, for a manufacturer on the
your
weekly wage, how long
Kalloch, meantime.
city.
310 MAIN ST., ROCKLAND
Miss Phyllis Perry, a maid. The eastern seaboard to ship his prod
Miss Barbara Belyea is guest of waif wanders into the home of a ucts to the West coast by water than
could you hold out on the ’
Mrs Arthur J. Elliot, who has been
E X P E R T F IT T E R S I N A T T E N D A N C E
visiting her daughter. Miss Barbara Mr. and Mrs. Edward Dangler in young widow who plans to be mar-1 for a middle western manufacturer
money you have saved? Sup
to ship to either coast by rail. The
P O L L Y
P R E S T O N
Elliot, in Boston, the past week, and New York city.
ried the next day In telling of her ! argument of these producers, as
pose you had nothing saved?
Strong arch Shoes
Knox Temple. Pythian S isters!Ibaby sister's blindness, the waif well as consumers’ representatives,
her granddaughter. Miss Jean Elliot,
C Itour Hit
CSuudH^uS .*0
who has been visiting her mother. meets today. Tuesday. Sewing in startled the young widow with the is that the toll charges should be
Have you the reserve to
Mrs. Elma Elliot, in Brighton. Mass., the afternoon, supper at 6 o'clock reallzation of her own child-s danger. increased to a point where they
stand a long spell of ill
will give promise of amortizing the
followed by the meeting at 1:30 with
meantime, returned home Sunday.
The play is a true lesson in mother canal investment.
ness or unemployment?
Mr. and Mrs. Alexander Donaldson work on one candidate.
love. Supplementing the entertain
Legislation
such
as
Secretary
Dr. and Mrs. W. F. Hart left yes
were hosts at a picnic supper party
Ask yourself these questions
ment will be a lecture. “Ten Thou Woodring proposes failed in the
The following committee on Ways &
given Saturday at their home on terday for California where they will sand Miles Across the Continent" to ! last session of congress, but an act Bridges
will give a public hearing in
a n d if you h a v e n ’t a sa v 
Water street. The table decorations spend several months.
rooms a t the State House, in Au- I
be delivered by Rev. Corwin H Olds. was passed which authorized the 1its
ings account here, start one
gusta.
Funeral
services
will
be
held
today
,
,
President
to
appoint
a
“neutral
were done in the patriotic colors. The . „
WEDNESDAY MARCH 3 at 2 P M
,
...
___ _
pastor of the Congregational Church.
committee of three members for
now, make regular deposits
On the following H P 502 In favor;
guests were Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence at 2 o clock at the Good Funeral “
Home, for Maria Allen, wife of Ed- Hockland.
the purpose of making an indepen of Union. H P 503 In favor of RockLeach of Rockland. Mr. and Mrs
and
be ready both for emer
port.
552
In
favor
of
Rockland
25-26
Miss Lillian Russell returned S a t- ; dent study and investigation of the
Ronald Messer. Mr. and Mrs. Warren ward Gilbert, who died Friday at hei
The following committee on Ways &
rules
for
the
measurement
of
ves
gencies
and o p p o rtu n ities.
urday to Cambridge. Mass., after
1Bridges will give a public hearing In its j
O. Fevler. Mr and Mrs. Henry Mont home in Revere. Mass.
sels using the Panama canal and • rooms at the State House, in Augusta,
Frank
Blake
is
seriously
ill
at
his
spending
the
week
with
her
mother,
j
gomery and Mr. and Mrs. Robert H.
T H U R S D A Y . M A R C H 4, at 2. P M
the tolls that should be charged
home on Turnpike road.
Mrs. Ilda Russell, and her sister. M rs.. therefor.”
On the following H. P 1188 in favor
Libby, of this town.
of Warren H P 1189 In favor of Wash
The Lend-A-Hand Club met last Carrie R. Smith.
ington. H P 1195 In favor of Waldoboro
Maynard Shaw returned Thursday
Recommended Legislation.
H P 1204 in favor of Camden.
26-lt
night
with
Mrs
Forrest
Magee.
Mrs.
Hannah
Spear
is
ill.
to Portland after spending a few
The annual report recommends
Dr.
James
Carswell
has
moved
his
■
\
j
rs
Elmer
Locke
is
recovering
ROCKLAND, CAMDEN, UNION, VINALHAVEN, WARREN
legislation for the following pur
days with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
office from the Montgomery block on from an operation in Portland.
poses: “First, to re-establish in the
Henry B. Shaw.
L
U
s
e
d
F
u
r
n
itu
r
e
'll
Main street to his residence. 33 High
present law the system originally in
Dinner guests Sunday of Mrs. Isa
Members of the W.C.T.U.. were
REAP WANT APS l
tended by the congress, which,
street.
Teague were Mr and Mrs. Myron through technical interpretation,
hosts to a joint meeting of the Fed
erated Mission Circle and the Baptist
Town Meeting Preparations
Mank and daughter Miss Lucille has become ineffective—a system
based upon the earning capacity of
Woman s Mission Circle in the ConThe Republican and Democratic Mank of Rockland.
gregational Church parlors Friday caucuses were held at the Atlantic
Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kenniston vessels and patterned generally aft
afternoon as an observance of the g ngine hall Saturday night. Charles were recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. er that in use for ship canals which
has operated successfully over a pe
tenth World Day of Prayer The q wood was chairman of the Re- Edward Ludwig in Gardiner
riod of many years and which is
program was conducted by Mrs pUbijCan caucus and George H
The play “Convincing Dad" will be designed to avoid the very inequal
Hubert F Leach. Temperance and Thomas, clerk. J Crosby Hobbs presented Thursday night at the
ities which result from the dual sys
tem now in effect.
Missions director of the local Union acted as chairman at the Democratic Woman s Club. Capt Irene Starrett
“Second, to abolish the unsatis
Refreshments were served by Mrs gnd j oj,n j Leach, clerk
is directing the play in which e a c h !
TYPICAL
DISTRIBUTION
William C. Richards and Mrs Earl
T))e f0u0Wjng officers were nomi- member of the Girl Scout troop will factory, unfair, dual system of
measurement whereby toll charges
SUPPLY SOURCES
CHANNELS
F. Woodcock
;nated at both caucuses to be voted on have part. Speaking parts aer taken 1 are based on one tonnage rating
ADVERSELY
AFFECTED
ADVERSELY AFFECTED
Charles Mclnnes returned to Bos- !at the annual town meeting. Mon- by Mrs. Laura Jameson, lieutenant of
and the limiting factor on another
ton Saturday after spending several, day: Moderator, Adin L. Hopkins; (the troop, Miss E tta Starrett, Ann different and smaller tonnage rat
Transportation
Transportation
S T R IK E
ing which is subject to manipulation.
days at his summer home on Beech- ; clerk. John L. Tewksbury; selectmen Norwood. Madeleine Haskell. Gloria
Farms
W hol„ol,r,
“Third, to regain Control over the
woods street.
i Clayton McCobb. Gilbert Harmon Haskell. Evelyn Smith. Thereca
Forests
Jobbor,
I R.R. I
R.R.
CENTER
tolls charged and to stop further
J Woter
Water
Mines
Miss Lucille Dolliver, a student a t 1Ralph Johnson. Allie U. Dougherty Huntley. Dorothy Simmons, Charlotte
Wort bourn
and apparently endless reductions
------ Motor -----Motor
W
ag e & Revenue
Retailors
Oil
&
Gas
Wells
the Teacher's State College, in Fitch- Winfield S. Richards; treasurer. J Moore. Ruth Starrett and Elizabeth
I Air
I
in tolls paid.”
Air
Factories
Salesmen
Losses
burg, M ass. is visiting her parents. Kale Hodgman: tax collector. Frank Kenniston; others. Annette Haskell.
Mills
Buyers
Adversely
Adversely
Mr. and Mrs. Garfield O. Dolliver, on P Alexander; auditor. John L Lois Bazemore. Marie Crockett, John
Electric Power
Freight Planes to Link
Clerb
Affected
Affected
Erin street, during a week's vacation i Tewksbury; school board for three sm ith. Christine Jones, Marie Marr
Fuels
Advertising
She was accompanied by her a u n t.' years. Ruie Gross.
and Mary Luawig.
Five Canadian Cities
Imports
Exports
Mrs. W. B Hall, of Winchendon j As many of the citizens are not ; Mr and Mrs E s Carroll, Mr and
London.—Five twin engined mono
planes, built at Hanworth, and spe
Mass., who is guest of her sister, Mrs satisfied with the results, it has been Mrs Harry Beane, and Miss Rasa
cially designed for freight, have
Dolliver, and will also visit two other i decided to add to the ballots these Spear were lecent guests of Mr and
been named after five of the chief
sisters. Mrs. Herbert E. Smith, and names: Selectmen. Charles T. Swan Mrs H v starrett A socjai evening
Canadian cities in which they will
Mrs. Harriet Porsblom, in Cushing. Frank J. Blood. Fred Eddy. M a u r i c e . ^ spent wRh fruR can(Jy an(J hot i operate—M .. cton, Halifax, St. John,
meantime.
Payson; tax collector. John J. Paul; chocolate served.
Sydney, and Charlottetown.
TYPICALGENERALEFFECTS
Mrs. Frank Williams, who has been | clerk. Mrs. Louise Walker; treasurer
____________
The planes were ordered by East
ern
Canada
Air
Lines.
They
are
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Smith | J. Herbert Gould
Retail Trades
Gov't Finances
A missionary to the South Sea
designed for the transport of heavy
for the past week, returned yester
Adversely Affected
Adversely Affected
Islands reports th at it is becoming in- 1 and bulky packages. Floors and
day to Oakland Beach. R. I.
creasingly difficult to keep the n ative; cabin sides are reinforced, and large
Food Store,
Income Tax Losses
Mrs. Richard W. Feyler returned
■women in clothing. Same over her®, doors enable baggage to be loaded
Clothing Store,
home Sunday after visiting her
Excise Tax Losses
and unloaded easily and quickly. In
: brother.—Washington Post.
Cigor Store,
father. Nathaniel Tiffany, in LakeCorporation Tax Losses •
stallation of seats to carry passen
Dept. Store,
gers is a m atter of a few minutes.
wood. R I., for a week.
Retail Sales Tax Losses
--..•».........
...
Drug Store,
The fleet will work twice daily
Miss Prances Hahn has resumed z r : : ? : ....
..............
Registration Tax Losses
Public Ulililie,
services through the maritime prov
teaching duties in Malden. Mass.,
Property Tax Losses
inces,
saving
many
hours
on
sur
Motor Cor,
after spending a week's vacation with
Admissions Tax Losses
face transport schedules. For ex
Inturonce
her father. Roland Hahn, at the West
ample, the journey from Moncton to
Amu,emeriti
Increased Relief Costs
End.
Halifax is 200 miles by rail and
Mr. and Mrs. Marstin T. Simmons,
takes 12 hours- by air it is 114
miles and will be flown regularly in
who passed a week in Chicago re
The chart above shows how the employment, and Income fall off the long trail of losses. even much
less than an hour.
chief effects of a strike begin im more or less sharply. Transpor simplified as it Is, indicates why
turned home Friday.
mediately to spread In all direc tation revenues shrink. Curtailed economists cannot estimate in
Between New Glasgow and Char
Russell Parker returned to Watertions. Back at the supply sources, business and thin pocketbooks at advance the total cost of a strike.
lottetown is a train journey of 185
town. Mass, Saturday after being
cancelled orders for raw and the strike center, in the supply Studies of the losses from pre
miles which takes 12 hours; by air
sem i-finished m aterials and sources, and d istrib u tio n and vious strikes show that their to
guest of his aunt and uncle, Mr. and
the distance on the direct route
equipment Pend to create addi transportation channels result in tal cost mounts to anywhere from
Mrs. William Tessin, Jr., for the
across Northumberland strait to
tional unem ployment and lost generally reduced retail trade, 6 to 700 times the value of wages
past week.
Prince Edward island is only 45
business in ever-widening circles. smaller tax collections, increased lost by men thrown out of work
miles
and
will
take
little
more
than
Dr Marion May of Saco was a
In distribution channels, sales. relief burdens. This picture of at the strike center itself.
20 minutes.
weekend guest of Mr and Mrs. £dgar
Cobb
Miss Margery E. Mills, who has
American Legion Plans
Permit us to create
•f i i & t
■ -been visiting Miss Jane Mathews in
a personality in your
Home at Waikiki Beach
Belmont. Miss Edith Roche in Win
T H E W O R S T B L IZ Z A R D
Honolulu.—With features adapted
printing work . . . such
chester. and Miss Elizabeth Whipple
from several of the historic struc
personality as you would
in Lexington, Mass., for several days
I N A M E R IC A N H IS T O R Y
tures of Hawaii, the American Le
prefer in the human
returned home Saturday accom- ,
gion here has begun construction of
o ccu rred o n M arch 2 0 , 1 8 8 8 . M arch is th e blizzard
a permanent clubhouse in the Wai
panied by Miss Mathews, William I
salesman th a t you would
kiki beach section.
m onth.
Wicke and Robert Wilson of Bel
employ.
The motif is taken from etch
mont who remained for the weekend.
An order cf
ings made in 1854 showing a mis
Lawrence Colgan. former Deputy
sion church, the king's armory and
Warden at the Maine State Prison,
We plan and print
the king's summer home.
D £ ;H C O N E -C L E A N E D
died Feb. 14 at his home in Cam
. . . booklets, inserts,
bridge. Mass.
51-Foot Sausage Made
A N T H R A C IT E
sales bills, broadsides,
Mt. Vernon, O.—A sausage link
announcements, office
w ill in s u re y o u a g a in s t b e in g c a u g h t w ith an
51 feet l t i inches long was exhib
ited by Ollie Cline, who claimed
em pty coal b in in such an em ergency. Because
and factory forms and
the unofficial Knox County cham
of its ease of control. D&H is an ideal fuel for
supply estimates on a
pionship among farmers who butch
W ater and Drain Pipes
variable S pring W eather.
er their own stock.
competitive basis.

TAX PAYERS OF THOM ASTON

LOST A N D FO U N D

WVtt

7^

HOUSE, six rooms and bath, hot water
heat, garage. Lot 63x80 ft., 19 Franklin
St.. Tel. 186-R., Rockland.
20-tf
FORD coupe 1932 model. In good
condition. LOUIS HXNSEN, Camden
________________________________ 26-28
<JAS stove for sale; also circulating
heater with oil burner, like new; very
reasonable. Tel. 182-M.
26*28
NEW milch Jersey cow for sale, also
Durham cow. pair of Hereford steers
coming two. Hereford steer one year.
WILBERT A. MANK. Waldoboro. R F D
No. 2.
25*27
MAN'S fine, heavy black broadcloth
coat, mink lined. Persian lamb collar,
value $500. Someone can have a great
bargain, for $125. Inquire at CourierGazette office.
152-tf
GOOD. hard. dry. fitted wood for sale,
under cover. FRANK ERICKSON. Box
70. Route 1. Thomaston.
24*26
USED Automobile Parts—motors for
boats. New parts at a savings. All parts
sold on Money-Back Guarantee. AUTO
SAVE YARD. INC.. 1887 River St.. Hvde
E t L Mass.
152*30
VICTROLA With records for sale.
W alnut, console style, excellent condi
tion; very reasonable. Call 793-W after
4 p m.
148‘tf
SIX-ROOM HOUSE for sale, good loca
tion $1600; 8-acre farm, good building
$800 ; 70-acre farm, good buildings $1600.
Any of these for small payment down,
balance as rent. V. F. STUDLEY, Tel.
1154, 283 Main St.
26-tf
USED pianos, uprights, for sale, or to
let for the season. Phone us. Rockland
980. STONINGTON FURNITURE CO
26-tf

Laid O ff or Laid Up?

BLACKINGTON’S

L egislative N otices

;
TO LET
;
!(* * * « > * * * * * * > •» * * * £
FURNISHED second-floor heated apart
t o le t . 14 M a s o n ic S t
25*27
STORE to let. 238 Main street H F.
RpBINSON. 2 Pleasant St
26*28
SIX-room apartm ent to let. 1 minute
from bus; modern conveniences. 112 50
mqnth. L. W. THORNDIKE. Thomaston.
169-3.
24*26
furnished or unfurnished
rooms to let. heat, light and water.
Adults only. 14 Orange St.. Tel. 578-W
________________________________ 24*26
SEVERAL unfurnished
apartments,
four to seven rooms, to let; desirable
locations; rent reasonable Tel 1159
_________________________________24-tf
HOUSE to rent on Adams street. Tel.,
1188-M E. H. PHILBRICK. Rockland
>______________________________23*28
HOUSE to let at 43 Pacific St.; newly
papered and painted throughout; onepipe furnace, lights. References rej qulred. Tel 291-VZ
26-tf
- FIVE-room apartm ent at 253 Camden
i St., hot water heat. Bath, lights, gagage,
garden patch. $18 month. MRS. FROST.
Tel. 3t8-W_______________________ 26-tf
FURNISHED heated apartment to let,
two rooms, bath. $5 week. FOSS HOUSE
Tel. 330, 77 Park St.
?«• tf
m ent

KNOX COUNTY TR U ST CO.

EGGS A N D CHICKS

L

T Y P IC A L
IN

EFFECTS O F A

ANY

M AJO R

S T R IK E

IN D U S T R Y

YOUR one opportunity to get Maine's
superior chicks Open dates limited, so
place your order now. Prices most
reasonable Call and sec our chicks, a
hatch every Tuesday. Also complete line
of poultry equipment, special discount
to customer^
Demand Oll-O-Stat.
world's largest selling brooder stove,
sets new highs for safety, convenience
and economy. Maine Pioneer Hatcherv.
Union. Mr . A C. HAWES. Prop 26-38
CHICKS and hatching eggs from
pullorum clean Reds for sale. E C.
TEAGUE. Warren. Tel 13-42
24-38
B.ARRED Plymouth Rocks, hatching
eggs and day old chicks. ALBION WOTTON. Fr endship.
2C-tf

CLEMENTS REDS AND
CROSSBREDS
Bred to lay—bound (o pay. sired by
pedigreed males. Crow fast, feather
well, lay heavily. Maine Pullorum
Clean. 30 years experience. Sold
under broad guarantee.
Get our
Catalogue—that's the Maine Idea.
CLEMENTS BROS. FARMS, Winterport, Maine.
11-tf

AJ*!ANT£ES-A

PRINTING

N O W IS THE TIME!

Renewed
Cesspools and Septic Tanks
Cellars Repaired, White
washed
Cement Work

Call 487

M . B . & C. 0 . PERRY
T H E C O U R IE R -G A Z E T T E
ROCKLAND, MAINE

S . E . EATON
TEL 1187-R.

ROCKLAND ME.
l37‘ lt

1 E

Z

-

.....

l^lUiib.ll 4. .a.uJll|U-.lyl

’T’FTfrT’WI

READ THE ADS

SHENANDOAH
Wood-burning brooder stoves; ample
heat for eoldest weather, cost less to
run and take less care than eoal
brooders. Burn green wood. Used
and sold by CLEMENTS BROS.
FARMS, Winterport, Maine.
Ask
them for further information and
prices.
11-tf

♦ MISCELLANEOUS

!A
R

PFRSONAL—Please come home. Ma's
she feels so good she’s doing back kicks,
got a pair of Polly Preston Shoes, and
No more dizzy spells. Clara
26-lt
NOTICE—I will pay no bills other
than those contracted by mvself after
March 2. 1937. CHESTER H SPEAR
W.i::«‘n.
26-28
NOTICE—This is to notify all persons
th at after this date I will pay no bills
except those contracted In person.
ERNEST QUINN. Rockland.______ 25-27
WATCHMAKER -watches, clocks, an 
tiques. all kinds, repaired. Call and
deliver. S. ARTHUR MACOMBER, 23
Amesbury St., Rockland, Tel. 958-J
________________________________ 26-tf
SKATE sharpening, promptly done.
CRIE HARDWARE CO.. 408 Main St.
_____ ___________________________ 26-tf
LADIES—Reliable hair goods at Rock
land Hair Store. 24 Elm 8t. Mall orders
solicited. H. C. RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
26-tf

S e e d S o w n H ere
F alls In F ertile

ROCKLAND, ME.

S oil, Insuring a

WIN A PRIZE! Tune in the D. & II. Anthracite
Radio Program—NBC Red Network, Sundays 2 to
2.30. We can supply you with free entry blank.

Bountiful H arvest

519 MAIN ST.,

I
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R O C K L A N D ’S NEW STO RE W ILL OPEN
On Thursday, March 4th
3 :0 0 to 9 :0 0 P . M .
NO M ERCHANDISE ON SALE

OPEN FO R INSPECTION ONLY

A new store to serve Rockland and surrounding territory, carrying a full line of Juniors’, Misses’ and
Ladies’ Coats, Suits, Dresses and Millinery.
A complete assortm ent of G ossard Foundation Garm ents, styled for every figure. Expert fitting service.
SPO R TSW EA R , CO TTO N DRESSES, UNDERW EAR, HOSIERY, GLOVES, HANDKERCHIEFS,
NECKW EA R, HANDBAGS, BELTS, and COSTUM E JEW ELRY.
I

O ur policy is to offer dependable m erchandise of the finest quality, workm anship and style, at the low
est possible prices consistent with quality.
Y O U R INSPECTION O F TH IS COM PLETELY NEW STO RE IS CORDIALLY INVITED

M A N S F IE L D G O V E , IN C .
3 8 5 M A IN STR EET

T H O R N D IK E H O T E L BUILDING

R O C K LA N D , M AINE

t
i>++*+++4,+++++<,+ + *+ ++ + + + + + + ++ + + + + + *+ *'!”!,+* + * + * + 'fr***'*"t"!‘+**'5","*‘<’<‘

There will be circle supper at the
j Universalist vestry Wednesday at 6.
with Mrs. E. W. Pcaslce as chairman.

ETY

Miss Marjorie Barnett lias beet. at
■the Dress Shop Limerock street,
I while Miss Freda Perry was in New
York on business.

'MIAMI MATTERS
Word From Florida Metropo
lis Concerning Folks Wc
Know

A chatty news bulletin from Miami,
winter resort of many residents from
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Gray recent
Mrs. C. F. Sno» and Mrs. H. P.
ly made a trip to Charlotte. N C Blodget: motoring to Augusta one this section, mentions th at a recent
There they were guests of Dr. and 1day last week were accompanied by visitor in that city was William Bird,
Mrs. Charles Nesbitt while they a t Principal and Mrs. Sydney Snbw o f ; vice President of the Lambert Comtended the sessions of the convention^ Rockport who took a side trip to i pany of Northampton, Mass.; also
of the League of Evangelical Stu-’ spent! a few hours with Mr. and Mrs. Phil Jones who was returning to
dents. Enroute they visited points of John Porter Hennings in Portland.
business in New York with very
interest in Washington. D. C. and
bright
prospects for this summer vo
ether cities.
Methebesec Club holds its annual
Mrs. Evelyn Spofford and son
cation, Hatchet Mountain Camp.
guest afternoon Friday at 2.30 at the
Tenney arrive tomorrow for a short
Glorious weather is being enjoyed
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley, who Universalist vestry, each member
visit with Mr. and Mrs. Louis Pie- have been visiting relatives in this privileged to invite three guests. in the land of palms, but already the
troski.
city and Lincolnville have returned , Robert P. Tristram Coffin, one of crowds are on the wing and
their home in North Haven.
Maine's best known authors, will be thoroughfares are crowded with cars
Mrs. Flora Clark, who has been
wending their homeward trek—much
guest speaker.
the guest of Mrs. Carrie Waltz has
earlier than of olden days. Among
Miss Edna Gregory was guest art returned to her home in Damari ist for the Twentieth Centuiy Club. Mrs. Elizabeth Crockett is in Port- i others, the homing urge is being
scotta Mills.
Rockport. Friday afternoon, contrib land called by the illness of her , keenly sensed by the W.O.Fullers who
uting as an illustration of a paper brother. Frank Blake, who has been after March 1, yearn increasingly for
Mr. and Mrs. James Lawrence aro "American Folk Songs and Negro in the Marine Hospital several weeks the pine tree atmosphere.
ill at their home on Ulmer street. Spirituals" presented by Mrs. H. O.
The E K. Leightons leave this week
John Freeman of The Highlands is
for a trip to Mexico before their re
Hetstad, David Guino's arrangement
at KnOx Hospital, ill. with pneu
The Women's Association of Con of "Turkey in the Straw.”
turn to Maine.
monia.
gregational Church will meet Wed
More Cubans are coming to this
nesday at 5 o'clock in the vestry.
There will be a Masonic Assembly
Miss Lucille Pinette, daughter of country these days which is an added
at Temple Hall, Thursday night with Mr. and Mrs. Percy Pinette of impetus to the sky business. George
Raymond Thurston has returned Mr. and Mrs. Kendrick Libby as
Millinocket and granddaughter of Snow makes two trips daily to Ha
from a vacation visit to New York.
chairman. Assisting are Mr. and Mrs. D. E. Ball of this city has vana on some weeks other times be
Mrs Raymond Cross. Mr. and Mrs. achieved high honors while attending ing sent to Panama and various dis
Mrs. Ella Hare has returned to her
Leland Drinkwater and Mr. and Mrs. Colby College. Now in her senior tant points. Stanley Boynton is also
home in Ash Point from Knox Hos
Lawrence Perry.
year, Miss Pinette is on the dean's doing wonderfully well and has re
pital.
list, is editor of the college paper ceived several promotions. But he,
Junior
Harmony
Club
held
a
and broadcasts campus news each too. is eager to return to the North
Ralph Driskell of Manchester, N.
H. was the weekend guest of Mrs. profitable meeting Saturday after Friday over WLBZ. In addition to land, and home.
Driskell who is spending several noon. the study period embracing these activities, she has just made
weeks with her sister, Mrs. Forest written work on "Notes and their Phi Beta Kappa (Key of Knowledge
time values ” Plans were perfected Society) which has only six members
Cutler's still have a fine assort
Pinkerton. Simmons street.
for a winter picnic to be held next and is the highest honor conferred ment of winter coats for women and
week and tentative arrangements on any pupil.
misses at greatly reduced prices.
When all others fail to repair your
made
for
the
Federation
in
May.
This is the proper time to buy.—adv
car to your satisfaction, see Nilo at
Michaels-Stern clothing represen
Atlantic Highway. Telephone 8320 Copies of the February "Appoggiatura” were distributed, the singing of tative. Mr. Rice, with his custom
Res. 553-J. —adv.
the Junior Club Song bringing the display of spring and summer suits,
sports jackets and top coats will be at
meeting to a close.
More POWERFUL performance
Blackington's. 310 Main street, on
An "Alphabet Tea" will be held Wednesday, March 3. We extend a
Thursday afternoon from 2 to 5 with cordial invitation to you to come in
Mrs. K. C. Rankin. 74 Cedar street. and look over the newest in materials
Those whose surnames begin with and styles—adv.
P. R or S are included in this group
and all who have missed previous
As the owner has secured immedi
teas. This is for members, parish ate employment in another city, the
and friends of the First Baptist entire stock, frames, pictures, mottos,
Church in the interests of Rural Re etc., of Gregory's Picture and Fram 
ligious Education.
ing Shop, 406 Main street, over Cne
Hardware Co., must be sold at once,
It has been rumored that I am pre at slaughter prices. Everyone inter
paring to close my gift shop. This ested in buying stock or business, call
report is entirely false, and I shall at the shop, telephone 254. Unclaimed
continue to do business at. the same work must be called for at once.
H I-O C T A N E
G A S O L IN E
old stand. Lida G. Champney, Roci:- Special bargains in framed pictures.
PROVED B'Y 2 GENERATIONS
2 5 -2 6
^ o rt.
25-26
PLEASE SEE PAGES 3 AND 8

for stubborn

CO

when you switch to richer

RICHFIELD

in as soon as possible, that the num
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Sleeper have
SOUTH HOPE
bers may be prepared. This meeting
returned from a visit in Boston
Mr and Mrs. Artist Pease of Rock
will also feature a St Patricks Tea
where they were guests of their land. were callers Sunday at S. B
The numbers of the Schumann
daughter Mrs. R uth Jordan.
Lermond's.
Club of Bangor are sponsoring a con
Walter Carver and Edwin Lermond i
cert April 9. when they will present
Mrs. Lewis Rokes is ill with grippe who have had employment in Union '
Guest night observed by the William Penny Harker, 18-year-old
at her home on Pleasant street.
several months, have returned home. ,
pianist and orchestra director of
Mr. and Mrs Howafd Meservey and Rubinstein Club Friday at, the Uni Albany. N Y Mr Harker Is con
Mrs. Lillian Cotton is to have
family motored to Jefferson Sunday 1versalist vestry, was very well a t ductor of a 60 piece orchestra and
charge of the card party held under
for a visit with relatives.
tended, the audience showing keen will appear in concert with the S huthe auspices of Anderson Camp Aux
Mr. and Mrs. W. L. Taylor and Mr. | appreciation in the program pre mann Club String Orchestra. Tickets
iliary Wednesday afternoon. Supper
and Mrs. A. L. Esancy were recent sented by members. Mrs. Doris Scar- may be obtained at reasonable prices.
a t 6. At the evening session it is
callers on Mr Taylor's sister, Mrs.
hoped that the postponed initiation
lott, chairman gave a most com
Annie Orff at North Waldoboro.
will take place.
R A D IO SERVICE
Mrs. Dora Day of Jefferson is visit mendable paper on "Wedding Cus
toms and Music" followed by a Guaranteed Repair Work on all makes
ing
for
a
week
at
the
home
of
Mr
Browne Club will meet Friday night
of Radio Receivers
credible performance of these pro
at the home of Mrs. Helen Knowlton, and Mrs Howard Meservey.
H.
A.
Hart
has
opened
his
mill
for
Member
Radio
Manufacturers' Service
gram numbers:
21 Masonic street.
the seasons sawing of heads, staves
N e v ln
Plano—"Venetian Love Song."
M AINE MUSIC CO.
Mrs R uth Collemer
Interesting programs prepared by and long lumber.
ROCKLAND, ME.
Vocal—"At
Dawning."
Elmer Hart and sister Miss Annie
Mrs Blanche Witham have marked
Miss Gladys Grant
23-tf
the February meetings of the Rock Hart were home from U. of M Orono Vocal—"In the Silent Night."
Rachmaninov
land Society for the Hard of Hear recently.
"I Love You Truly."
Bond
Mrs. Marianne Bullard
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ripley of Plano—"Norwegian
ing. A Lincoln program as given at
Wedding Procession" i
W ED.-THURS.
Grieg
the meeting Feb. 11 and observance South Union and daughter Mrs. Ed
Miss
Nathalie
Jones
was made of Washington's birthday gar Ames of Thomaston were visitors Readings—Selected
Mrs Helen Wentworth
on the 18th. Stories were given by Sunday at A. L. Esancy’s.
Vocal—"O Promise Me,"
De'Koven
Nearly every family has been
the different members of the club,
Mrs Evelyn White
Vocal—"I
Know
a
Lovely
Garden."
and pictures and quotations brought afflicted with the prevailing epidemic.
DHardelot
by Mrs. Frank Hewett and Mrs.
breathlest with daring
Oct
MIas Margaret 8Ammoiui
Ralph Ayers added greatly to the G e n e ro u s
Vocal—“Wedding of the Painted Doll”
and tuiptnttl
G if t
Mr> Beulah Ames
programs. Miss Ruth Witham con
Vocal—“The Day of Golden Promise’'.
Package
ducted the lesson Feb. 5 and a pleas
Hamblen
of
"O Radiant Morn.”
Stevennon
ing sketch of Henry Wadsworth
At Corner Drug Store. Rockland.
Mrs Lydia Storer
Violin obligato Mias Bertha Luce
Longfellow was given by Mrs. Gladys READ WHAT VAYLO DID FOR MIS8
AMBROSE: Two doctors told me I had Duo for eight hands -Jenaen'a Wedding
Thomas.
stomach ulcers, and advised a milk diet.
Music

The Rubinstein Club .

ACTION

VAYLo

A good friend advtsed VAYLO From the
Mrs Nettle Averill. Mrs Oertrude
day I felt better, and In a week like
Parker. Mrs Charlotte Hopkins.
Mrs. Herbert Hall, Summer street, first
a new person. I continued the treatm ent
Mrs Faith Berry
will be hostess to Chapin Class to for sixty days, then discontinued and
have never had any of my old symptoms
The meeting of 'March 12 will be
night.
since. This was over two years ago
(Signed) Beatrice Ambrose. 409 W 24th., in charge of Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood,
who desires all "requests to be s e n t1
A well attended meeting of Lady Street. N. Y. C.

Knox Chapter, D.AR. was held
Monday afternoon at the home of
Mrs. Hester Chase, 3 members re
sponding to roll call. After dispos
ing of several important business
matters, two excellent papers were
given, the first “Fort Weston, Auj gusta," prepared by Miss Margaret
| Stahl, and read by Mrs. Ella Buffum; and the second by Mrs. Mabel
Rose, who had for her subject “Trad
ing Post at Bagaduce." One guest,
who occupied a seat of honor, and
who has been a member of the Chase
family for several years, was Harriet
Hatch Chase, a large china doll.
Wearing a party dress and seated
with the members, she became so
absorbed in the proceedings, that she
sat fascinated, with never a murmur
all afternoon. Five o'clock tea in
cluded dainty refreshments and was
followed by a friendly chat. Assist
ing hostesses were Mrs. Delia Cross
Miss Hazel Parker. Mrs Bernice
Cushman, Mrs. Amy Nutt. Mrs. Grace
Veazie, Mrs Ann Butler, Mrs. Rutn
Barnard and Miss Ellen Cochran

W ED NESDA Y NIGHT

T H U R SD A Y

THRILLS
with the famout
amateur sleuth I

ROMANCE
packed with danger
and excitement 11
AdelpA

BANK NITE

»>••>•«

BULLDO G
DRUMMOND

$ 1 2 5 .0 0

ESCAPES

o .........o
ON THE SCREEN

w it h R a y M ll la n d , Sir G u y
S t a n d in g ,

H e a th e r A n g e l

Based u p o n th e play Bulldog
D r u m m o n d A g a in " by H. C.
(Sapper) M c N e ile an d G erard
F a lrlie • A P a ram o unt Picture
A N e w U n i v e r s e ' p ic tu re w i t h

TALA
CESAR
W ALTER
WALTER

BIRELL
ROMERO
P IP G E O N
B R A NNAN

PARK 9

LAST TIMES TODAY

fY O U N G

CRAWFORD, POWELL
MONTGOMERY
"LAST OF MRS. CHENEY

BX C' so ’ h E,' “
*4crrqVu',,',T; t y 8 '
TODAY
WARREN W’U.LKW
"OUTCAST"

Strand

Phone 8 «

Page F.igKf
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a dictionary of final and complete
IT WAS GUEST DAY
knowledge on the subject of astron
BICYCLE
IS
BACK
A
G
O
O
D
L
O
O
K
E
R
A nother Powerful Sermon Is omy or any other science.
And the Meeting of the Local
Suppose the Old Testament laws
IN POPULAR FAVOR
Here Given In the Ab did say it was not lawful for the
W. C. T. U. Stressed Indisciples
of
Jesus
to
pluck
the
ears
stract
' teresting Matters
of corn and eat them on the Sabbath
Vigorously Return$ After
Continuing his series of sermons on day. Suppose the Old Testament
The Guest Day meeting of the
Lapse of Generation.
the Fruits of Religion, at the Univer laws did decree it was lawful to stone
W.C.T.U. Friday was a very pleasant
affair and well attended, special ef
Washington. D. C.—The bicycle Is
salis! Church Sunday morning. Dr. to death the sinful woman taken in
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